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ABOUT US

VOLLEYBALL AUSTR ALIA
VOLLEYBALL AUSTR ALIA IS A NATIONAL OLYMPIC SPORTING
ORGANISATION THAT IS COMMIT TED TO BEING A WORLD LEADER IN
OUR SPORT. OUR ROLE IS TO INSPIRE THE LOVE OF VOLLEYBALL BY
FOSTERING PARTICIPATION AND SPORTING EXCELLENCE FOR THE
BENEFIT OF ALL.
WORLD LEADER
We deliver world class team
performances, supported by
world class management and
sport delivery infrastructure.
We are recognised by our
stakeholders as a leading
national federation,
demonstrated by leadership
presence at OZVA, AVC, FIVB,
and as a member of the Olympic
Family

PARTICIPATION AND SPORTING
EXCELLENCE
We inspire participation in
volleyball pathways through
our members, from grassroots
and school children to aspiring
Olympians. We coordinate
national participation activities,
and we invest to deliver
technical infrastructure to grow
the capacity and quality of our
sport.

BENEFIT OF ALL
We are contributing to the social
fabric and the good health
of a sporting nation through
Volleyball. A collaborative,
culturally inclusive, non contact,
gender equal sport, which
contributes to the health and
wellbeing of society.

ADVOC ATING A CULTURE OF RESPEC T AND PERSONAL HEALTH
THROUGH THE AT TRIBUTES OF VOLLEYBALL, OUR ROLE MODELS AND
OUR NATIONAL TEAMS,
THE VOLLEYROOS
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2018 HIGHLIGHTS
INCLUSION OF BEACH VOLLEYBALL IN THE XXI
COMMONWEALTH GAMES
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS AT THE XXI
COMMOWEALTH GAMES
ELEVEN FIVB WORLD TOUR AND AVC BEACH TOUR
PODIUM FINISHES
VOLLEYROOS MEN QUALIFY FOR THEIR 6TH
CONSECUTIVE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
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VOLLEYBAL AUSTRALIA BOARD

CRAIG CARRACHER - PRESIDENT

Craig re-joined the Board of Volleyball Australia in 2011 as Vice
President and was appointed President in July 2013. From 1996 leading
up to the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games Craig was a director and CEO of
Volleyball Australia on sabbatical from his law career. Craig is currently
President of Oceania Volleyball, Executive Vice President of Asian
Volleyball Confederation, the Chair of the AVC Asian Beach Volleyball
Committee and a member of the FIVB Beach Volleyball Council. In
2015 Craig was nominated and subsequently elected to the Board of
the Australian Olympic Committee and also serves on the board of the
Australian Olympic Foundation. Craig is a founder and owner of Scape
Student Living, is on the Board of Sunland Group Limited (ASX:SDG) and
previously pursued an investment and legal career working in Asia as
managing partner of a leading Australian law firm and the Australian
Packer family’s private investment group, Consolidated Press Holdings
(CPH) and its various investments. Craig has studied and worked in the
US, Scandinavia, the UK and in north and south-eastern Asia and has
concentrated his investment and business interests across the Asian
markets.

MALCOLM BORGEAUD - VICE-PRESIDENT

Malcolm has over a decade of experience in middle and senior
management roles with an international sales and marketing
company and twenty years experience in public accounting
practice, with 14 as a principal. He brings to the Board a wealth
of not-for-profit-governance and financial experience having been
involved either at Board level, in tax and accounting advisory
or audit roles for numerous not-for-profits, including charities
and sporting bodies. He has served as Chairman on Statea and
National Committees for CPA Australia and currently serves on
their Environmental, Social and Governance Centre of Excellence
providing CPA Australia and its 180,000 members with advice and
direction on current environmental, corporate social responsibility
and corporate governance issues. He also currently serves on the
Boards of a number of not-for-profit organisations. Malcolm loves
Volleyball, having played in the U20’s for Australia in the Pac Rim
Tournament in 1978.
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ANITA PALM - VICE-PRESIDENT

Anita has extensive experience of multi-sport events through
involvement at both event, planning and bidding stages of
previous Olympics in Beijing and Sydney and the bid stages of
London and Rio. This consultative work has included work on
both the Olympics and Paralympics and has been crucial to
the department planning, especially in the areas of sport from
scheduling, through to entries, sport production, organisational
integration and results. She is herself an Olympian.

BOARD OF VOLLEYB

KERRI POTTHARST - DIRECTOR

Kerri Pottharst is one of Australia’s most well known and wellloved athletes - a triple Olympian with two Olympic medals.
Kerri wore the Green and Gold for Australia for an incredible
22 years! She competed with the Indoor National Team for 10
years and then on the World Tour of Beach Volleyball until her
retirement in 2005. She is one of our sports most decorated
players. She has been inducted into the the International
Volleyball Hall of Fame, been awarded Team of the Decade by
the FIVB and is also a member of the Australian Sports Hall of
Fame. Kerri has written a book about her journey in Volleyball The Business of Being an Athlete - and uses this to help athletes
all over the world. Since retiring, Kerri now divides her time
between coaching and mentoring elite-level athletes, inspiring
people from all walks of life to achieve excellence through her
keynote presentations and motivational workshops and also
gives her time freely to support many different charities each
year. Kerri is passionate about Health and Wellness and believes that sport is an essential ingredient in the lives of healthy
kids and adults.

VOLLEYBAL AUSTRALIA BOARD

RIAD TAYEH - FINANCE DIRECTOR

A member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia Riad has been the VA Finance Director since 1999. He is a
member of both the FIVB Finance Commission and AVC Finance
Commission.

YBALL AUSTR ALIA

JIANG YING - DIRECTOR

Ying was a member of the Chinese women’s team that won
gold at the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, and then won bronze
four years later in Seoul. She was also a member of the 1982
and 1986 Chinese World Championship teams, and the
team which won the 1985 World Cup. Ying has been living in
Adelaide in recent years, and Volleyball Australia President
Craig Carracher said it was a major boost for volleyball to have
someone with Ying’s experience and knowledge to help guide
the sport into the future.

TRACEY HOLMES - DIRECTOR

For the past 25 years Tracey Holmes has worked in journalism
and communications, working with some of the world’s most
respected media platforms - CNN International, Dubai Eye,
CCTV China, Foxtel, SBS and the ABC. One of Tracey’s first tours
of duty following her sports broadcasting cadetship at the ABC
was to anchor ABC TV’s coverage of the Australian World Series
Beach Volleyball Tour. An award-winning interviewer, Tracey has
sat down and drawn the best out of a collection of the world’s
most interesting people - from Prime Ministers to Presidents,
Kings and Sheikhs, from awe inspiring athletes to challenging
and thought provoking academics, from legendary entertainers
to the most ordinary men and women in the street. Tracey’s
passion for sport has seen her cover 10 Olympic Games. She’s
been a broadcast mentor for the IOC’s Young Reporter Program
at each of the three editions of the Youth Olympic Games.
Currently Tracey is an ABC presenter and senior reporter, host
of The Ticket on ABC News Radio, and frequent writer for The
Drum.

ANDREW SCOTFORD - DIRECTOR

Andrew has spent the past 20 years in various roles in sport
including over 7 years as the General Manager of Volleyball
Australia from 2000 to 2007. This period has seen him in
leadership roles and national, state and local across a variety of
sports including Cricket, AFL and Basketball. He also has a passion about sports officiating and continues to both officiate and
coach others in numerous sports including Volleyball and Beach
Volleyball. Outside of his sports interest he currently works
as a Student Support Manager with the Canberra Institute of
Technology Student Association and is also a board member of
the Tertiary Access Group, a cooperative buying group in the
tertiary education sector.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
CR AIG CARR ACHER

Here we are another year closer to Tokyo
2020 and the year has seen Volleyball
in the spot light including the successful
introduction of Beach Volleyball at the 2018
Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast.
The result was a magnificent outcome on
the court with the Gold Medal to Chris
McHugh and Damien Schumann, and Silver
to Taliqua Clancy and Mariafe Artacho del
Solar, and thanks to those performances,
I think we can agree that Beach Volleyball
was a highlight, if not the highlight of the
Games. Our players were engaging and
respectful off the court and determined and
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exciting on the court.
Congratulations
to their coaches
Andrew Schacht
and Louise Bawden,
Victor Anfiloff and
the entire support
team.Australian
volleyball volunteers and staff have played
a significant role in this success and I would
like to personally thank them on behalf of
Volleyball Australia. I particularly would like
to congratulate Phil Muller for his significant
role in delivering such a wonderful showcase
of our sport.
Taliqua and Mariafe have since prospered
on the World and Asian Tours, winning the
Asian Championships and placing third in
the World Tour Finals. They have done it
with flair and charm. All in all, our teams
achieved 10 podium finishes on the Tour

– and 8 players contributed to this result.
Again, thanks and congratulations to all our
beach volleyball staff and our partner SASI
and SportAUS in these achievements.
The Men Volleyroos achieved a creditable
13th place in the new Volleyball
Nations League, and 14th in the World
Championships. Throughout the 35 games
they played over the season, they were
never defeated by a team ranked lower
than them, and beat higher ranked teams
9 times. This is an important step towards
Olympic qualification. Having been able
to watch them in both the VNL and World
Championships I have been enormously
proud of their aggressive approach. Mark
Lebedew and the team working with him
have instilled “The Volleyroos Way” into
the team, and it is a very harmonious
groupwhom we can all be very proud of.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
In the meantime, our engagement and
investment in the Women Volleyroos since
2015 are bearing fruit. The team was
invited to the final of the FIVB Challenger
League this year, and have earned respect
on the world stage. Just last week we
learned that their ranking has jumped 13
places to 30th in the world from 100th prior
to the investment in our women’s team
in 2014. Shannon Winzer and the team
staff have encouraged a commitment to
continuous improvement, and the best is
yet to come. An important statistic is that
of the 17 players who represented us in the
last year, all except 3 are playing Volleyball
full time internationally.
I recognize that the financial performance
of Volleyball Australia in this financial year
will require a considerable restructure
and also a commitment to a sustainable
financial outcome to resolve the financial
challenges arising from the investment
this year. After 4 years of successful event
hosting this year witnessed a considerable
investment in the Commonwealth Games
to secure the inclusion of the sport into the
Games, the performances of our teams and
the hosting of the event at all levels which
put extraordinary strains on our team of
staff and volunteers, to whom we owe a
great debt of thanks. We also invested too
heavily in our high-performance programs
in this financial year in preparation and the
all new version of the Volleyball Nations
League hosted at a world class venue,
Hisense Arena, in the middle of the World
Cup proved a financial disappointment. The
Board is prepared for these challenges but
recognizes the changes that will need to be
made in our eventing strategy.
The Board welcomes the appointment
of our new CEO Mr Andrew Dee, we
believe this to be a crucial appointment
for the sport as we look to build on the
successes and forge a new path in areas
requiring structural attention. I believe his
engagement with the system has already
begun to reshape the direction of our sport.
In August the Senator the Honourable
Bridget McKenzie, Minister for Sport
released Sport 2030 the government’s
plan for sport and physical activity in
Australia. This is a significant document
as it demonstrates a clear shift in policy
to include the need for sport to embrace
and provide Australians with more ways to
become physically active. I believe Volleyball
is well placed to play a role in this shift, our
sport is diverse in its offering, inclusive by
nature and provides opportunity to innovate
in ways we bring news versions of the game
into our communities.
Volleyball as a sport needs to look to the
future and ensure the strategies we have
in place will enable us to embrace more
Australians whom are looking for fun and

social ways of participating, their growing
desire to have simpler and more intuitive
ways of engaging with us through digital
technologies and services and an exciting
entertainment driven national program
showcasing the talented women and men
across our sport.
The release of the Plan saw a re-branding of
the Australian Sports Commission to be now
known as Sport Australia. I welcome the
recent engagement with CEO Kate Palmer,
AIS Director Peter Conde and the Board
of Sport Australia. The positive tangible
support and attention Sport Australia has
provided in recent months will allow the
sport to navigate the strategic change
required to ensure our sport is strong
moving forward.
Sport 2030 also clearly demonstrates
the increasing challenge for all sports to
compete at the International level. To
remain competitive Volleyball needs to
findnew and innovative ways to nurture
talent and provide environments where our
most talented athletes get the support and
competition they require. In this respect
2019 will see possibly the biggest shift
in our approach to Volleyball at the high
performance level with the introduction
of a fully integrated beach/indoor Centre
of Excellence Program based at the AIS in
Canberra. With the generous support of the
AIS, this will include the development of
an indoor sand training facility in addition
to the refurbishment of the two existing
sand courts. This will be an exciting and
challenging evolution within our sport.
Promoting a united approach across gender
and disciplines, our pathways programs
will continue to advance learning from
each other. With support from State
Associations and our collective networks,
we now have a broader engagement with
athletes and coaches than ever before.
Our gold and bronze medal results in the
Youth Commonwealth Games this year
demonstrates we have the depth to back
up the medal success of our senior teams
in the future. This focus on the youth must
continue to grow in support of the senior
programs. I thank all the athletes and staff,
especially all the volunteers and families, for
their diligent efforts to ensure the success
our future performance.
The focus and priority placed on
Participation continues to evolve nationally
through continued investment on delivery
in the agreed strategic priorities. With the
first year of We are Volleyball the sport
has funded key impact programs enabling
a targeted approach to the way our
sport will undertake, review and support
volleyball nationally. This investment was a
huge success in its first year, empowering
successful engagement and benchmarking
expectations with continued improvement

in the sport’s offerings.
Continued growth and striving to foster
the love of Volleyball through participation
can only be achieved by enhancing the
development of the grassroots programs
and ongoing support of our member states
who are central to a national outcome.
Our focus on participation programs will
continue prioritising Australians at a young
age, for a lifelong involvement in Volleyball.
I’d like to take this opportunity to thank
the following partners, sponsors and
stakeholders.
•
FIVB and Asian Volleyball
Confederation
•
Australian Sports Commission and
Australian Institute of Sport
•
Australian Olympic Committee and
Commonwealth Games Australia
•
Sport and Recreation Victoria, Greater
Shepparton Council, Destination New
South Wales, South Australian Institute
of Sport and Queensland Academy of
Sport
•
Hancock Prospecting, Helloworld
Travel, Mikasa, Gerflor, Sunland Group,
Schwartz Family Group, GHD, Victoria
University, and Gallagher Insurance
I particularly would like to recognise two
of our private sponsors and partners. In
recent years Volleyball Australia has enjoyed
the significant financial support of both
Helloworld Travel and Hancock Prospecting.
But of equal value is the involvement of
Mrs Gina Rinehart and Mr Andrew Burnes
behind the scenes and their personal
commitment and interest in our sport. I am
sure you will join me in thanking them for
this support and look forward to working
with them both in support of our athletes’
preparation for Tokyo and VA’s ongoing
evolution.
I stated in last year’s report that our
campaign to 2020 will commit to three
clearly identified strategic imperatives
delivering on our; Performance, Pathways
and Participation outcomes. We recognised
this would only be possible with the
support and commitment and continued
love of our game. As we continue to place
significant resources into achieving these
goals I thank each and recognise every
volunteer, athlete, family member, official
and the staff of volleyball nationally for your
ongoing dedication to the greatest and most
inclusive sport on the planet.
Finally, I would like to recognise Volleyball
Australia’s tireless staff and Board who
have all shown extraordinary dedication to
delivering a mammoth program of activities
and events during the year. I would like
also to thank Mathieu Meriaux who retired
from our sport in this financial year for his
extraordinary contribution to the platform
that Volleyball largely now takes for granted.
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CEO’S REPORT
ANDREW DEE
What a way to start a new role in Australian sport. I barely
was able to settle into my chair as Volleyball Australia’s (VA)
new CEO in late January and we were on the Gold Coast
bathing in the sun and excitement of Volleyball’s first ever
inclusion in the Commonwealth Games. The record books
will show that Australia won Gold and Silver medals on the
sand at Coolangatta Beach following a week of spectacular
performances by Chris, Damien, Taliqua, Maria Fe and
the coaches that will be written into Australian volleyball
history alongside its 2000 Olympic Gold by Kerri and Nat.
What the record books won’t show is the effort and
commitment of people behind the scenes, both here and
overseas, that succeeded in securing a spot on the program
for the sport. Or the commitment and dedication of
those who planned and managed the event operations so
beautifully. Volleyball Australia and the sport of volleyball
worldwide congratulates and thanks you all for enabling
our sport to be showcased in such a spectacular fashion to
so many.
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In addition to its involvement in the
Commonwealth Games, VA hosted a
number of other significant domestic and
international events during the reporting
period including VolleyFest with a 2 Star
FIVB event in Manly, the FIVB 1 Star
Beach Tour event in Shepparton, Youth
Olympic Games qualifier in Canberra
and of course a round of the Volleyball
Nations League at Hisense Arena in
Melbourne. While these events are
reported in detail later in this Annual
Report, on a strategic basis they were the
culmination of a deliberate strategy to
enhance the presence of Volleyball in the
Australian market.
It is worth noting that in 2014,
VA repositioned its focus towards
attracting and hosting FIVB sanctioned
international events with an ambition to:
•
Increase the presence of volleyball
in the Australian market
•
Increase the visibility of its
international athletes as role
models and commercially attractive
properties at home
•
Attract commercial and government
partners
•
Provide access to high quality
international competition for
Australian athletes at home and
reducing the cost of overseas travel
•
Increase the influence of Volleyball
Australia within the Oceania and
Asian regions and the FIVB
By any measure it is clear these
ambitions were realised. This strategy
delivered 22 significant international
events to the Australian market (detailed

in the following table) and established a
platform for the future growth, influence
and success that was unprecedented
in the history of the sport. Without
this investment, volleyball in Australia
would not enjoy the presence and
opportunities it now does.
However, this strategy together with
changes to Government funding
allocations and some unforeseeable
circumstances has resulted in a
challenging financial position that will
require careful management moving
forward.
In other areas, VA continued to operate
a comprehensive series of activities
and programs in the areas of Pathways,
Participation and High Performance.
It’s “We Are Volleyball” program, in
partnership with each of our state
partners, has quickly become recognised
as a leading example of innovative
national collaboration. The popularity
of Volleyball’s Sporting Schools program
was recently reported to be ranked
inside the top ten requested programs by
schools across the country. VA’s Centre’s
of Excellence, Risings Stars Camps, Junior
Development Programs, Pacific Sports
Partnership program, and coach and
referee development and education
programs all continued to deliver
outstanding results and evolve.
Looking forward, collaboration will be
central to our future as a sport. Sport
Australia (formerly the Australian
Sports Commission) has commenced
implementation of its One Management
platform for Australian sports that is

designed to release the strength and
efficiency in thinking and operating with
a common purpose. As more sports
embrace this notion of the future and
enhance their relevance, others that
don’t will almost certainly continue to
struggle for their share of participants,
athletes, funds and public interest in a
nationalised market.
So what should volleyball’s response be?
Collaboration, partnership and
integration should become themes
that define the approaches we take in
devising and delivering our programs,
products and services. I am confident
from what I have observed already,
that we are well positioned to move
down this path as examples of this
unity already exist within Volleyball’s
operating environment such as the “We
Are Volleyball” participation program,
national membership categorisation
model, national insurance program
and integrated Beach/Indoor high
performance development program
being established at the AIS in Canberra
from 2019. Corporately, VA’s structure,
processes and system will need to evolve
in order to be fit for purpose and able to
support our collective aspirations.
Finally, I’d like to recognise my
predecessor Mat Meriaux for his
contribution over many years and thank
Craig, the VA Board and staff for the
opportunity and their support. Sport and
volleyball in Australia is entering a new
phase of evolution and it is an exciting
time to be involved.
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EXECUTIVE TEAM
ANDREW DEE
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
Andrew commenced in the role of CEO in January 2018 with over 30 years of executive
level leadership and performance management experience in the sports industry.
Andrew was CEO of Rowing Australia Ltd. for over a decade and has held senior
management positions at the Australian Institute of Sport and completed complex
high performance reviews for Cricket Australia and the Australian Rugby League as
an independent consultant. In addition to his Bachelor’s Degree in Sports Science,
Andrew has completed international executive management programs at the London
Business School and INSEAD. Andrew is currently President of the ACT Olympic Council
and Executive Chairman/co-founder of DCON Partners, a company specialising in
intelligence and investigation operations.

CLARE PHILLIPS
FINANCE MANAGER
Clare has over 30 years’ experience in financial and budget management, including
over 17 years in National Sporting Organisations. She joined Volleyball Australia in
April 2018 following 14 years as Finance Manager at Rowing Australia and, before that,
3 years in Swimming Australia. Prior to this, Clare had a successful 13 year career in
the Australian Public Service working in budgets and financial management.

JOHN BOUTLBEE
HIGH PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR
John Boultbee started with Volleyball Australia in November 2014 as the new
Director of High Performance. He was the fifth Director of the Australian Institute of
Sport from 1995 to 2001. While he was Director, he supervised the Olympic Athlete
Program. In 2004, he was appointed by Football Federation Australia to establish a
high performance unit. Since 2000, he has also been a director of Australia for UNHCR
Limited.

REBECCA WALTER
PARTICIPATION DIRECTOR
Former Volleyroo’s player Rebecca Walter took over the role of Particiaption Director
in April 2017. Before joining Volleyball Australia, Rebecca held the position of
Development Manager with Volleyball Victoria, as well as committing her spare time
to playing for the Senior women’s volleyball team. Rebecca is greatly respected by all
stakeholders and is one of our sport’s top administrators and the work she has done
in Victoria has had a massive impact. By stepping into this role with the National
body, it cements that there is also an administrator pathway between State Volleyball
Associations and Volleyball Australia.
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NAM PHAM
PATHWAYS DIRECTOR
Nam Pham joined Volleyball Australia in May 2017, in the newly created role of
Pathways Director. With more than 20 years’ experience with the sport, Nam has
extensive experience as a coach, a manager and an administrator within volleyball,
and most recently has been General Manager of State Volleyball NSW, and head coach
of the Australian Junior Women’s Volleyball Development Program. He also holds the
positions of mentor coach for State Volleyball NSW, and was previously the head coach
of the UTSSU men’s AVL team and the UTS women’s honours team.

PHIL MULLER
EVENTS DIRECTOR
Phil is a previous Vice-President of Volleyball Australia and transitioned to the Executive
Team in August 2015. After his secondment to the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth
Games as the Beach Volleyball Competition Manager, he has returned to VA in the role
of Events Director. He has retired from Education Queensland as the Executive Officer
for Queensland School Sport. Phil has a long history with volleyball, spanning some 34
years, as a player, coach and administrator. The highlight being appointed by SOCOG as
Deputy Competition Manager for Volleyball at the Sydney 2000 Olympics and Competition Manager for Sitting Volleyball at the Sydney 2000 Paralympics.

STEVE HART
MEDIA DIRECTOR
Steve, an experienced television sports journalist, presenter and commentator joined
Volleyball Australia as their Media Director in 2017. With over 20 years in the television sports news business, working with Fox Sports and the Austereo network, Steve
brings a wealth of experience to the newly created role of Media Director, in lead up to
the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games.

BYRON GEDDES
COMMERCIAL MANAGER
Byron joined the Volleyball Australia team in November 2017, as the Commercial
Agent, and quickly moved into the role of Commercial Manger soon after that. Byron
has had previous expericnce in Marketing Manager with Basketball NSW and Corporate
Sales with the Sydney Kings.
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COMMISIONS

VOLLEYBALL
AUSTR ALIA
COMMISSIONS &
COMMIT TEES
STATE EXECUTIVE COMMISSION
Adam Castle		
Briianka Nest 		
Luke Seib		
Jon Gibbs 		
Anne-Marie McAinsh
Stephen Ibbott 		
Geoff Rietschel 		
Robyn Kuhl 		

VACT
SVNSW
VNT
VQ
VSA
VTI
VVI
VWA

PRESIDENT’S COMMISSION
Dan Williams		
Deb Chung 		
Luke Seib		
Boris Georgieff 		
Craig Watson 		
Stephen Ibbott 		
Hon. Stephen Conroy
Ian Phipps		

VACT
SNSW
VNT
VQ
VSA
VTI
VVI
VWA

VOLLEYBALL AUSTRALIA
REFEREE COMMITTEE
Robert Szydlowski
George Chalhoub
Catriona Tweedie
Michael Fitpatrick
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AUSTRALIAN VOLLEYBALL
SCHOOLS CUP ADVISORY
COMMITTEE
Stephen Doyler
Stuart Scott
Kerri Styles
Rick McWaters
Kasia Stawski
Peter McConnon

SPORTAUS MESSAGE

It has been a watershed year for the

The AIS is redefining its role too, leading

and Paralympic Games.

Australian Sports Commission. We’ve

a united and collaborative high per-

We also had some outstanding perfor-

launched a new public-facing brand -

formance system for Australian sport.

mances at the PyeongChang Winter

Sport Australia - with a renewed vision

Success will be measured by Australians

Olympic and Paralympic Games. Austral-

for Australia to be the world’s most

consistently winning medals at major

ia equalled its most successful Winter

active sporting nation, known for its in-

international events, but also in the

Olympics haul of three medals in Pye-

tegrity, sporting success and world-lead-

national pride and inspiration generated

ongChang, two silvers and one bronze

ing sports industry.

by our athletes.

medal matching the result in Sochi 2014.

This aligns with the Australian Govern-

Working in partnerships, the AIS will be

It was also our best result at a Paralym-

ment’s long-term vision for sport in

focused on doing the big system-level

pic Winter Games in 16 years.

this country, outlined in Sport 2030,

things on the frontiers of ethical sport-

Sport integrity has justifiably gained

released in August 2018 by Minister for

ing performance that no other body is

additional focus in the past year, and

Sport Bridget McKenzie. Sport Australia

naturally positioned to do.

is a very important priority for Sport

will be central to delivering the priorities

The AIS has launched a new Athlete

Australia and for Australian sport more

outlined in this national sport plan.

Wellbeing and Engagement team,

generally. We, and everyone involved
in sport, owe it to the athletes, coaches,
officials, volunteers, fans and the public

MESSAGE FROM SPORT AUSTRALIA

at large to ensure that Australian sport
is fair and clean, and is seen to be fair
and clean.

John Wylie AM
Chair
Sport Australia

We thank all of our partners - including
athletes, coaches, board members and
administrators - for your effort and contribution to Australian sport, and your
enthusiasm for building a more active

At the fundamental level, Sport Austral-

focused on supporting athletes to

Australia. We look forward to continued

ia’s focus will be on getting Australians

transition through their sporting careers

success and progress together.

moving through sport and, more broad-

and connect with their communities. We

ly, physical activity. We want to inspire

want sporting champions to be positive

and activating people across every age,

influences.

race, gender, cultural background and

Australia enjoyed genuine sporting

physical ability. We will continue to build

success in 2017-18. In challenging times,

partnerships in the health and education

the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games

sectors to ensure physical activity is a

helped restore Australia’s faith in our

national priority.

sports and athletes.

We need to ensure sporting organisa-

Positions on the podium are wonder-

tions are equipped to make the most of

ful to celebrate, but the narrative is

a renewed interest in physical activity,

incomplete without humility, gener-

and so we will continue working with

osity of spirit, confidence in what our

sports to improve the workforce capa-

athletes stand for and how they carry

bility, governance and partnerships. We

themselves. At the Gold Coast Games,

want to help sports innovate, connect

we saw the very best in our athletes,

with existing and new participants in

and this display of spirit and integrity is

the digital era and provide products that

sure to give them the best start to their

meet current expectations.

preparation for the Tokyo 2020 Olympic
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CL ARE PHILLIPS

FINANCIAL REPORT
The 2017/2018 financial year has
proved challenging for Volleyball
Australia, with a substantial deficit
position being posted.
Throughout the year, Volleyball
Australia hosted and participated
in many international events,
culminating in our participation in
the Commonwealth Games in QLD
in April (Beach) and the hosting of
the Volleyball Nations League at
Hisense Arena, Melbourne, in June
2018 (Indoor). Presenting (and
participating in) such high quality
international events comes at a
significant cost and challenged the
organisation’s capacity to generate
the revenue necessary to cover these
costs. This is responsible in large part
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for the deficit position reported for
the year.
Volleyball Australia once again
hosted a very successful Schools’ Cup
in December 2017 - this annual event
continues to contribute financially to
the organisation.
In addition, Volleyball Australia’s
30 June debtor levels have fallen
year on year as our ongoing focus
on debtor management has been
rewarded.
Thanks must go to our Patron, Mrs
Gina Rinehart, major sponsors
HelloWorld Travel and Hancock
Prospecting and all of our sponsors
and supporters for their generous

financial support.
Our relationship with SportAus
(formerly the Australian Sports
Commission) has continued to
strengthen and their support and
guidance is appreciated. We will
continue to work with them to
address the financial challenges that
we face as an organisation.
Previous CFOs, Amanda Power and
Lyndal Hughson left the organisation
in September 2017 and March 2018
respectively. I would like to thank
both of them for their contribution
to Volleyball Australia.
The support of our incoming
CEO, Andrew Dee, together
with the administration staff of

CFO’S REPORT
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STATEMENT OF COMPARATIVE INCOME

the organisation has also been
invaluable.
A summary statement of financial
position together with disclosure
of key management personnel
remuneration follows.
The financial position of Volleyball
Australia is, vulnerable at this
point in time. Looking ahead, it is
only with the support of all of our
stakeholders that we can work
towards a solution to the challenges
that the organisation faces, both in
the short and longer term.
The full audited financial report
for the year ended 30 June 2018 is
available online at
www.volleyballaustralia.org.au.

Total Revenue

$

8,037,023

$

7,280,788

Total Expenses

$

9,095,230

$

7,392,894

Total comprehensive income attributable
to members of the entity

-$

1,058,207

-$

112,106

Total Current Assets

$

1,018,847

$

1,662,074

Total Non-Current Assets

$

207,936

$

139,985

TOTAL ASSETS

$

1,226,783

$

1,802,059

Total Current Liabilities

$

2,081,886

$

1,608,829

Total Non-Current Liabilities

$

61,107

$

51,213

TOTAL LIABILITIES

$

2,142,993

$

1,660,042

TOTAL EQUITY

-$

916,210

$

142,017

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Volleyball Australia Key Management Personnel
Role - Executive Team members Remuneration
or equivalent
($’000)
Chief Executive Officer

150-200

Director of High Performance

100-150

Chief Financial Officer

<100

Director of Sport Participation

<100

Director of Pathways

<100
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PARTICIPATION
REPORT
REBECCA WALTER

The focus and priority placed on
Participation continues to evolve
nationally through Volleyball
Australia and the member state
associations, with continued
investment and focus on
participation through delivery and
strategic priority.
The Volleyball Australia Participation
Plan implemented in 2015 has
provided Volleyball Australia and
State Associations a strategic
direction and alignment over the
past 3 years. Key aspects of this plan
will continue to grow with the sport,
enabling opportunities for continued
review and structure.
Volleyball Australia has seen some
significant changes throughout
the 2017/18 year with year 1 of
the “We are Volleyball Agenda”
completed. This program is the
first of its kind and facilitates the
sharing of knowledge to establish
sustainable participation outcomes
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across the country. The co-invested
National Investment strategy funds
participation activities and strategies
through:
• Enhancing collaboration among
key stakeholders across the
Participation Agenda of our sport
• Leveraging local expertise and
empowering leaders within our
sport for the good of our sport.
• Collectively funding Sport
Participation

• Enabling transferable
knowledge and learnings across
all state associations
This work will continue to contribute
to and shape Volleyball Australia’s
participation footprint through the
inclusive Participation Plan.
The plan aligned with other VA
documents, namely the VA Strategic
Plan and the VA Risk Management

continue to work even closer with
clubs and associations to build the
capacity for delivery of Sporting
Schools, with the aim of rolling
out spikezone delivery packages
to enable future growth of junior
volleyball.

Plan. As the name suggests it is an
inclusive plan, to enable people of
all backgrounds and abilities the
opportunity to play volleyball, but
also to include all Member States
and Territories in its design and
to be responsible for delivering
participation outcomes.

• Continued development of
entry level programs through
spikezone in sporting schools
• The continued development of
the Volleyball Australia Education
Framework.

Continuing to develop and strive to
foster the love of Volleyball through
participation can only be achieved
through enhancing the development
of state based programs and
continue to support our State
Associations to develop sustainable
outcomes with strategic focus on
participation.

Reviewing membership and benefit
categories has enabled a consistent
approach to how and why we collect
the data we collect. Our structure
changes and agreed upon consistent
process has supported the growth
of our membership base. Our
increase of 20% over the past year
is incredible and a testament to the
continuous efforts of the Volleyball
Australia Member States.

This focus has been shown through
multiple areas of the organisation
from:
• The “We are Volleyball”
Agenda with an overall focus on
participation outcomes
• Membership data collection
through an agreed National
approach to membership
categories supporting alignment
of benefit based offerings for all
members across Australia.

The opportunities that “Sporting
Schools” brings to the Australian
volleyball community is endless. The
significant increase in the exposure
of Volleyball at the primary school
age can only increase further
opportunities for growth and
sustainability though schools, clubs,
associations, and academies.
Spikezone is the preferred delivery
model for all Sporting Schools
programs. Volleyball Australia will

Spikezone, Volleyball Australia’s
junior access entry participation
program continues to grow. A
review and restructure of all areas of
spikezone has seen the introduction
of the spikezone website and
the development of manuals for
administrators, coaches and schools.
Focus on participation programs
will continue to be a priority as the
opportunity to engage athletes at a
young age can only benefit our focus
of fostering the love of volleyball
through Participation, Pathways and
Performance.
Our education portfolio continues
to grow and expand with the
support of the volleyball community.
Continued development of
standardised practice across
all levels of education will set
up sustainability and growth
opportunities. The 2017/18 year
was a very busy year with through
education with new online
resources, updated and central
database, adoption of play by the
rules modules, increased numbers
of coaches and officials and the
introduction of the newly appoint
VARC and their focus’s moving
forward.
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STAFFING
The Participation sector of Volleyball
Australia continues to evolve with
greater development focus on key
areas.
Chloe Edwards continues her role as
Education Coordinator of Volleyball
Australia. Chloe works tirelessly
to deliver key KPI’s regarding
all aspects of education whilst
supporting the Officiating aspect
of all Volleyball Australia events.
Chloe’s work in the 2017-18 year was
immense, specifically management
of our introduction of our online
education courses enabling efficient
and accessible education across
the country. Chloe continues to
grow and strive to provide an
ever-evolving development of our
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education content and programs.
The work in the education portfolio
is large, consume, and could not
have been done without the support
of Volleyball Australia Member
States and their education staff.
Early February Jason Laffer joined
the participation team taking on a
casual role overseeing Volleyball
Australia Sporting Schools program
and coordinating with member
states. Jason came into the Sporting
Schools Coordinator role to
streamline processes and support
our state associations in their
capacity to delivery volleyball within
sporting schools.
Although Jason was only working
in the space for a short period,
we are grateful for the work
and the promotional support of

our spikezone sporting schools
programs.
Throughout the 2017/18 year, Joella
Hanson joined the VA team through
supporting the management and
development of our Pacific Sports
Partnership Program. Joella’s work
was instrumental in our successful
application of transition funding for
the 2017/18 year and again looking
forward to the 2018/19 transition
year funding. Joella continues her
role in Volleyball Australia taking on
the management of the PSP program
and support in the Participation
team as the Participation
Coordinator, specifically related
to sporting schools and spikezone
development.

PARTICIPATION REPORT
In April 2018, Zack Lawley-Knott
joined the Volleyball Australia
Family in a combination role
supporting both education
resource development and as our
Centre of Excellence Assistant
Coach. Zack has supported the
development of key resources that
will contribute to further evolving
a national consistent approach to
coach education across all levels of
participation.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
One year into my role at Volleyball
Australia and I am more excited
than ever to see the continued
increase and investment into the
development of participation across
Australia.
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank our Volleyball Australia
Board and staff, as we continue to
work together towards our goals of
participation and sporting excellence
in benefit for all.
To our Member States and
Territories and their Executive
Officers a special thank you for your
support discussion and ongoing
commitment for the sport. Our
collective process of delivering on
participation outcomes would not be
present without your tireless effort.
I am grateful for the warm welcome
and the passionate discussions and
I look forward to continue to work
with you all, leading into the new
financial year.
AUS AID for your support with
our established PSP program and
continue support for sport for

development across Asia and the
Pacific.
To our volunteers, coaches, officials
and volleyball participants, all
aspects of participation could not
continue to grow without your
dedication and support.
Finally thank you to the staff of the
Sport Australia for your continued
assistance and advice through our
process of growing and developing.
While participation continues to
increase within Australian volleyball,
our aim is to support our current
programs to enable sustainability
and in turn continue to further
develop programs across the
country, giving more opportunities
to everyone wishing to participate in
our sport.
We need to take every opportunity
to promote and increase
opportunities and sustainability of
new and existing programs. The
delivery and sustainability of the
programs mentioned above is due
to the commitment of our coaches,
officials and affiliates who continue
to contribute to our new and existing
participation programs.
2018 is looking to be an even bigger
year.
“We are Volleyball” enters its
second year with greater impact
and increased opportunities across
the country. Funding continues
to support, develop and sustain
participation programs, which
can only increase our reach and
opportunities to establish where,

how and why volleyball is played.
Our process for education continues
to evolve with some exciting
opportunities that will present its
self, including newly structured
coach professional development for
spikezone delivery, specific resource
books developed for key areas of
participation delivery and continued
evolving development to extend our
reach across Australia.
Sporting Schools continues to grow
with more requests for Volleyball
programs, the Nationally recognised
Private Provider agreements will
continue to enable opportunities
to standardise practices across the
country to establish consistent and
quality programs and courses.
Club development is a targeted
priority moving into the New
Year with the structure of a club
development strategy being
formulated. This information along
with state consultation will support
and shape our process moving
forward.
I will continue to bring a passion
to the sport that can both lead
and support the development of
volleyball participation. The space
of participation is a collaboration
of key personnel and organisations
across the country. Together we
will continue deliver on targeted
outcomes to establish more
sustainable opportunities to enable
more people to play volleyball whilst
fostering a lifelong love for our
sport.
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NATIONAL PL AY
VOLLEYBALL
AGENDA
“WE ARE VOLLEYBALL”
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WE ARE VOLLEYBALL

The ‘We are Volleyball’ (WaV)
Funding co-investment plan is an
agreement between Volleyball
Australia (VA) and the Member
States / Territories (States) designed
to highlight and fund nationally
significant participation activities
and strategies.
This will be done through:
• Enhancing collaboration among
key stakeholders across the
Participation Agenda of our sport
• Leveraging local expertise and
empowering leaders within our
sport for the good of our sport.
• Collectively funding Sport
Participation
• Enabling transferable
knowledge and learnings across
all state associations
The WaV Agenda has proven to
be an innovating and beneficial
investment into participation.

Exposure opportunities from
greater school engagement, to
regional development, junior
participation pathways and new
product development. The WaV is
re writing the way we look at, invest
in and approach participation with a
targeted focus on further developing
our offerings.
The “We are Volleyball” agenda
had huge success in its first year,
providing an engaged starting point
for improving our offerings for
volleyball participation across the
country.
Key impacting programs enabled a
targeted approach to the way we
run and deliver volleyball. This first
of its kind participation offering sees
Volleyball Australia reinvesting all
membership fees directly back into
the its member states to benefit and
increase our participation offerings.

Year 1 saw significant investment
across a multitude of areas. (See
picture below). The WaV agenda has
engaged offerings across a range
of areas. These specific focus areas
have been selected and structured
based on priority requirements from
member states. These key programs
provide a national approach to
participation offerings and develop
consistency though delivery. Building
capacity and program development
will continue to support and evolve
our programs.
Leading into 2018/19 three
programs are continuations from
year one of WaV with 7 new
participation opportunities. (See
picture left.)
A very exciting time for participation
in Australia!
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AC TIVATIONS
REBECCA WALTER

Exposure though high performance
events has enabled a much greater
reach for participation exposure.
Volleyball Australia has a focus on
who our spectators are, participants
and members and has established
a priority of offering accessible
fun and engaging activation
opportunities at all events. The
Gold Coast Commonwealth Games
was the first opportunity to sell
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our sport before walking into the
stadium, our offerings of “jump
contest”, “how fast can you serve”
and general play opened up scope
for engagements and introduction
to the sport that was open for all
ages.
The activation space was created
for both children and adults alike,
this was a space where they could
come and test their ability to play,

ACTIVATIONS

see how high they can jump, or
how accurate or fast they can serve
but also just have fun all whilst
promoting and supporting our
Volleyroos. The best part of the
activations was the opportunity to
have kids from as young as 3 lining
up to see how high they could
jump, and right next to them a
group of men and women in their
30’s and 50’s competing against
each other with how fast they can
serve. Even staff, security, police
and first aid wanted a change to
get in on the activations. Thus
further exemplifying that volleyball
and volleyball related activities are
not just for any one age group but
provides an opportunity for all.
Our second opportunity to further
the exposure of our sport and
promote our high performing
athletes was the Volleyball Nations
League in Melbourne, June 2019.
The big winner of the activation

space at VNL was the new
promotional blow up balls. This ball
was created to engage a younger
audience to play volleyball. We can
position ourselves that volleyball
for toddlers and children is a game
of keep the balloon off the ground.
This proved absolutely true, but for
all ages, hitting the blow-up ball
around everywhere in the stadium.
The opportunity to promote the
spikezone brand and Volleyball
Australia was significant with this
ball. Something we will certainly be
doing again!

Commonwealth Games and
Volleyball Victoria for your support
with the activation space at VNL.
The many volunteers that gave
up their time to help throughout
the events, we are grateful for
your support and look forward to
working with you again.

The activation spaces at both
events were a huge success with
participants of all ages wanting to
be involved with all of the available
activations.
Volleyball Australia could not have
facilitated these programs without
the support of key organisations
and people, specifically Volleyball
Queensland in relation to
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EDUCATION
CHLOE EDWARDS
COACHING
To start off the 2017/18-year
Volleyball Australia hosted a
Coaching Seminar at the AIS in July.
John Kessel (Volleyball USA) and
Mark Lebedew (Helloworld Travel
Volleyroos Coach) presented the
seminar. The content was based
around John and Mark’s Coaching
philosophies and methodologies.
The seminar had over 25 participants
across the 3 days.

Throughout the last year VA in
conjunction with the states hosted a
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number of Level 2 Level 3 coaching
courses. Nam Pham in conjunction
with Volleyball Australia staff
presented these courses to begin
the push for national consistency.
To accompany the last course in
Victoria, Volleyball Australia revised
the Advanced Coaching Manual now
known as the Volleyball Australia
Coaching Manual and ran a trial of
the intermediate coaching general
principles on the new Learning
Management System, FORTIX.
CHILD PROTECTION
2018 has been the year that
Volleyball Australia has tightened its
ruling on child protection. January 1,
2018 Volleyball Australia introduced
the requirement for all coaches
to complete the play by the rules
modules ‘Child Protection’ and
‘Harassment and Discrimination’. At
the same time all officials attending
any Volleyball Australia sanctioned
event are required to have a Working

with Children Check or equivalent.
DATA
The 2017-18 year focused on

cleaning up the Volleyball Australia
Database. Due to the use of
outdated technology the data
was not accurate and had many
duplicates. If the data is compared
to last year you will see that the
officials have decreased significantly
however it now represents a
more accurate number of current
accredited officials.
While officials’ numbers have gone
down, the coaching cohort has

EDUCATION

grown by about 300 individuals,
largely due to the now accessible
online Level 1 foundation course.

a series of events and training in the
lead up to the event. VNL officials
went through this selection process.

REFEREES
The 2017/18 year was a testing
year for the referees. A total of
7 international events hosted in
Australia required a significant
commitment from our referees.
The biggest event of the year was
the Commonwealth Games which
required our beach officials to go
through a series of selections. In
total 26 NTOs were selected and
reports back to Volleyball Australia
shows how professional and
skilled our officials are. Post the
Commonwealth Games VARC and VA
have been working towards a system
where officials are selected through

REFEREE EDUCATION WORKSHOP
In September Volleyball Australia
hosted a referee education workshop
at the AIS. Officials from various
states and professions were in
attendance. The workshop produced
a document with an overall review
of where Education is going which is
being used as a base document for
the restructure of all the officiating
courses. Thank you to the following
who attended the workshop:
Catriona Tweedie, Elizabeth Pollock,
George Chalhoub, Brian Neal,
Andrew Scotford, Terry Rudder and
Cameron Edgar (Administrative
support).
VARC
For the first half of the year
the Volleyball Australia Referee
Committee was undergoing a
restructure. While this occurred
a group of Australia’s top officials
took on the role of temporary VARC
member. After a lengthy process
a selection panel consisting of VA
staff, board, ex VARC members and
an external member, selected the

new committee members. Rob
Szydlowski was selected as the new
Chair. Catriona Tweedie Education
member, Michael Fitzpatrick
Technical Member, and George
Chalhoub Pathways Member. All
members in March were flown into
Canberra for a weekend workshop
where decisions were made on the
path that VARC would take. To assist
with the work VARC is doing each
member has set up a working group
to assist. These members are based
all around Australia with different
levels of experience and interest.
So far VARC has been working
behind the scenes to ensure all our
events run smoothly and to develop
our courses and opportunities for
officials. Next year should see a lot of
the work VARC has done come to the
public eye.
NEXT YEAR….
Things to look forward to:
Level 2 courses redesigned,
Presenter and Assessor courses and
accreditations, new resources for
coaches, more opportunities for
officials and plenty more.
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Grimsey, Jaek Passier, Jonathan
Lamprecht, Kevin Lentin, Linley
Scholes, Peter Bawhey, Phong
Nguyen, Tanya Kowald
Scorers: Angela Long, Fiona
Doyle, Kate Longley, Kevin
Nguyen, Kimberley Oates, Kylie
Marshall, Michele Herbert, Natalia
Krivonogova, Philipa Clews, Sam
Delany
Lines Judges: Aaron Krahe, Alex
O’Keefe, Anthony Leung, Burt
Lukitsch, Fred Wang, Kane Booker,
Cimon Lee, David Tran, Lachlan
Reardon, Henry Breen, Desmond
Billy, Samantha Stewart, Ashley
MacMaster

INTERNATIONAL APPOINTMENTS
Chris Kelly
- Kazakhstan VNL Challenger
Danielle Francis
- 12th Asian Women U17 Volleyball
Championship
Julian Coburn - 12th Asian Men’s
U18 Volleyball Championship
Michael Fitzpatrick - 19th
Asian Women U19 Volleyball
Championship
Officials who participated in the
2017/18 events:
AVL Finals:
Referees: Aaron Leo, Carla Hoorweg,
Danielle Francis, David Rosamillia,
George Chalhoub, Phong Nguyen
Line Judges: Aaron Krahe, David
Li, Giuseppe Vigliarolo, Igor Golev,
Julian Coburn, Karl Hayduk, Samuel
Chung, Thomas Savage, Willie
Cornelis
Scorers: Christine Kelly, KaMan Chan,
Renae Harvey, Rita Hsu
State Opens
Referee Delegates: Andrew Scotford,
Catriona Tweedie, Darren Grimsey,
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Jonathan Lamprecht
World Championship Qualification
Tournament:
Referee Manager: Dean Turner
Scorers: KaMan Chan, Kimberley
Oates, Michael Fitzpatrick, Terry
Konopacki
Lines Judges: Aaron Leo, Brighid
McClelland, David Li, Fred Wang,
Gabrielle Slockee, Gavin Mascas,
George Chalhoub, Igor Golev, Ittai
Shickman, Keryn Gabriel, Max
Arthur, Rita Hsu, Stoil Prodanov
World Grand Prix:
Referee Manager: Michael
Fitzpatrick
Scorers: KaMan Chan, Kimberley
Oates, Renae Harvey, Terry
Konopacki
Line Judges: Ben Vaughan, Brighid
McClelland, Fred Wang, Gabrielle
Slockee, Gavin Mascas, George
Chalhoub, Igor Golev, Ittai Shickman,
Keryn Gabriel, Max Arthur, Rita Hsu,
Stoil Prodanov
VolleyFest:
Referee Manager: Damien Searle
Referees: Andrew Scotford, Apenisa
Saukuru, Brendan Buckley, Darren

Shepparton- World Tour
Referee manager: Kevin Lentin
Referees: Andrew Ngatuakana,
Apenisa Saukuru, Bert Lukitsch,
Jamie Salvin, Linley Scholes
NTOs: Aaron Krahe, Andrew
Scotford, Darren Grimsey, Derek
Scales, Desmond Billy, Gavin Mascas,
Jaek Passier, Jason Laffer, Kathryn
Longley, Michele Herbert, Peter
Bawhey, Robert Szydlowski, Sam
Delany
Youth Olympic Games- Oceania
Qualifier
Referee Manager: Phong Nguyen
Referees: Akesa Delai, Andrew
Scotford, Apenisa Saukuru, Jamie
Salvin, Ngatokoa Van Dogen
Scorers: Alicia Espinosa, Christian
Everart, Dean Turner, Michele
Herbert, Natalia Krivonogova
Line Judges: Jason Laffer, Justin
Blades, Laura Reeks, Linley Scholes,
Megan Knight
Volleyball Nations League
Referee Managers: Dean Turner and
Elizabeth Pollock
Referees: Phong Nguyen
Scorers: Christine Kelly, Danielle
Francis, Kevin Nguyen, Kimberley
Oates
Lines Judges: Aaron Krahe, Bert
Lukitsch, Christian Everart, David
Rosamilia, David Li, Fred Wang,
George Chalhoub, Giuseppe
Vigliarolo, Jaek Passier, Thomas
Savage

SPORTING SCHOOLS

SPORTING
SCHOOLS
REBECCA WALTER
The Sporting School program and
the delivery of Spikezone has been
extremely well received throughout
Australia. Through this program,
Member States have been able to
bring a modified, fun, and exciting
programs to primary school students
from a variety of backgrounds. Not
only has the program allowed VA
to reach more students, it has also
given our coaches an opportunity to
grow and develop as well as offering
more and more opportunities
for growth across participation,
coaching and administration.
Volleyball has seen large jumps in
requested programs over the life of
the program, specifically rising into
the top 10 most requested sports,
we are #9 just behind AFL. The
increased requests and delivered
programs has opened up targeted
opportunities for exposure of
spikezone and club development
programs and pathway opportunities
for young athletes.
In addition, the participation team
has been working hard on creating
key documents to support the
delivery of spikezone sporting
schools as we enter into the New
Year. These resources include
Sporting Schools Manual, Spikezone

Coaches Manual and Spikezone
Coordinators Manual and will be
available for use later this year.

•

The table shows volleyball numbers
for the 2017/18 year including
comparison from the previous
financial year, these numbers
shows the development of our
workforce and the delivery capacity
can have a significant impact on
our participation opportunities
nationally. This information shows a
small increase of participants by 4%
and Programs by 5%. Such changes
show that we are moving in the right
direction, however greater work is
required to maintain a position in
the top 10 most requested sports.

•

Opportunities for Volleyball to
improve/increase its delivery are:
• Increase the workforce
particularly in regional and
remote areas. This is through
several means included
increased engagement of
affiliates and private providers.

Improve our product by
updating resources and
professional development of our
workforce.
Better publicise Volleyball
as a viable sporting schools
option through media releases,
positive engagement with
schools through and providing a
pathway for prospective athletes
after their sporting schools
program concludes.

Moving forward we will seek to
increase our offering of modified
equipment and promotional
materials. 2018 saw the introduction
of our blow up spikezone ball as
a modified option to participate,
this ball has been an enormous hit
through participation and as give
ways at events.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
REPORT
JOHN BOULTBEE

The year under review has been a
good one for our national teams.
The senior national teams for both
indoor and beach volleyball, of both
genders, are able to report strong
progress and improvement in the
2017-2018 period, both on the
scoreboard, and in the performances
producing those results, as is
essential in the second year of an
Olympic cycle.
There has been stability in the
coaching and support staff,
and in the athlete cohort, and
the opportunity for substantial
competitive opportunities and
careful attention to training, strength
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and conditioning, performance
analysis, athlete well-being, team
management and injury and load
management are apparent across
the teams. Overseeing this are the
national coaches in each discipline
who have provided the leadership
and technical expertise required.
The elite development activities
undertaken largely by the Centres
of Excellence, and the Junior
Development Programs, as
well as State High Performance
contributions, are reported on in the
Pathways Director’s report.

WOMEN’S VOLLEYROOS

WO M E N ’S VO L L E Y R O O S
At the end of the previous financial
year (2016-2017) the Women
Volleyroos completed a busy 2017
season reported in last year’s Annual
Report, which included the World
Grand Prix Group 3, the Asian
Championships and the first round of
World Championships Qualification.
This was part of a steady learning
process for a relatively new group
of players, with the new VA AIS
Women’s Centre of Excellence in its
first year providing good support to
those Volleyroos based in Australia,
to join the players who were
practising the sport full time in clubs
or universities overseas.
There was little competition
opportunity for the group after
September 2017 until the following
May. Also, the FIVB changed the
competition offering with the new
Volleyball Nations League (VNL)
replacing the World Grand Prix.
The VNL comprised 16 national
teams that did not include
Australia. However, there was a new
underpinning competition, called
the FIVB Challenge League, and the

Volleyroos duly entered that.
The first phase of the Challenge
League was an Asian Qualification
Tournament, which was held in
Kazakhstan in May. Four teams were
entered: Kazakhstan, Philippines,
Chinese Taipei and Australia. Being
close to Europe gave the team the
opportunity to play a number of
warm up matches against European
teams, a valuable change from Asian
competition in playing style and
competitive level.
The team played matches against
Slovakia, Austria and a Polish youth
team, and held camps in Poland
and Slovenia, joining up with the
men’s team briefly in Poland. The
results of these matches, and the
Challenge League Qualification are
set out below. In the Qualification
Tournament, Kazakhstan won, and
qualified for the Challenge League
World Finals in Peru. The Volleyroos
lost to both Kazakhstan and Chinese
Taipei, both higher ranked teams,
and unfortunately the Philippines
did not turn up. Then, bizarrely,
having qualified, Kazakhstan chose

not to travel to Peru, and the FIVB
and AVC invited and supported the
Volleyroos to be Asia’s representative,
an invitation which was accepted at
short notice. There the team played
against Bulgaria, Puerto Rico and a
Peru Under 23 team.
The team did not record any wins
in the matches up until this time,
of course gaining good experience
against higher ranked teams, and
developing their own game. It took
the opportunity to play in the Thai
Senior Club Championships at the
end of June, beginning of July, a
tournament featuring top Thai Club
teams and a few national teams. This
provided more equal competition but
again, no wins.
Since then, in the new financial year,
the team moved to the AVC Cup
held in Thailand in August, and the
benefit of the 12 games mentioned
above under their belt bore fruit.
The AVC Cup was for the top 10
ranked teams in Asia, and the team
played a further 7 matches there.
By recording wins in an exhausting
schedule against the Philippines,
Kazakhstan and Iran, all ranked higher
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than them, the Volleyroos improved
their Asian ranking from 9th to 7th.
This was a relatively small but very
important and encouraging step for
the team and the coaching staff led
by Head Coach Shannon Winzer,
and is important for the Asian
Championships in 2019, and the long
term aim for this team to qualify for
the Olympics in 2024.

R E S U LT S
WOMEN’S CONTINENTAL
QUALIFICATION TOURNAMENT FOR
FIVB CHALLENGER CUP 2019
Kazakhstan (Astana)
18th to 20th May 2018
3rd position out of 3 teams.
Athletes: Jennifer Tait (QLD), Louise
Bates (VIC), Caitlin Bettenay (QLD),
Beth Carey (SA), Alice De Innocentiis
(NSW), Katatina Osadchuk (QLD),
Jamie-Lee Morrow (VIC), Rebecca
Reeve (SA), Jennifer Sadler (WA), Kelly
Lean (VIC), Monique Stojanovic (VIC),
Agnieszka Kudziela (QLD).
Staff: Shannon Winzer (VIC)
Head Coach, Martin Collins (QLD)
Assistant Coach, Jenny Becker (VIC)
Team Manager, Henry Tram (VIC)
Physiotherapist, Mateusz Nykiel (POL)
Performance Analysis
RESULTS:
AUS - TPE 0-3 (17-25; 20-25; 21-25)
AUS - KAZ 0-3 (12-25; 17-25; 13-25)
FIVB VOLLEYBALL WOMEN’S
CHALLENGER CUP - Final 6
Peru (Lima)
20th - 24th June 2018
Finished equal 5th out of 6 teams.
Athletes: Jennifer Tait (QLD), Sophie
Paine (VIC), Sophie Godfrey (WA), Beth
Carey (SA), Eliza Hynes (VIC), Alice De
Innocentiis (NSW), Hannah Martin
(VIC), Jamie-Lee Morrow (VIC), Rebecca
Reeve (SA), Jennifer Sadler (WA),
Kelly Lean (VIC), Rachel Rourke (QLD),
Kathryn Chen (VIC), Katarina Osadchuk
(QLD)
Staff: Shannon Winzer (VIC)
Head Coach, Martin Collins (QLD)
Assistant Coach, Daniel Ilott (ACT)
Team Manager, Henry Tram (VIC)
Physiotherapist, Mateusz Nykiel (POL)
Performance Analysis
RESULTS:
AUS - BUL 0-3 (11-25; 16-25; 15-25)
AUS - PUR 0-3 (10-25; 19-25; 15-25)
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2018 Thailand Women’s Volleyball
Championship
Thailand (Sisaket)
27th June to 1st July 2018
Finished 5th out of 6 teams
Athletes: Jennifer Tait (QLD), Mikaela
Stevens (NSW), Elissa Blowes (NSW),
Beth Carey (SA), Kathryn Chen (VIC),
Katrina Janssen (VIC), Jamie-Lee
Morrow (VIC), Rebecca Reeve (SA),
Jennifer Sadler (WA), Kelly Lean (VIC),
Monique Stojanovic (VIC), Agnieszka
Kudziela (QLD).
Staff: Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head
Coach, Martin Collins (QLD) Assistant
Coach, Bill Mchoul (VIC) Team Manager,
Casey Abblitt (ACT) Physiotherapist,
Alicia Espinosa (SA) Performance
Analysis
RESULTS:
AUS - Khon Kae Star VC 0-3 (18-25; 1825; 16-25)
AUS - PHI 1-3 (19-25; 25-23; 23-25;
16-25)
AUS - FIJ 3-0 (25-15; 25-18; 25-20)
2018 6th WOMEN’S AVC CUP
Thailand (Nakhon Ratchasima)
16th to 23rd September 2018
Finished 7th out of 10 teams
Athletes: Jennifer Tait (QLD), Mikaela
Stevens (NSW), Elissa Blowes (NSW),
Beth Carey (SA), Alice De Innocentiis
(NSW), Rachel Rourke (QLD), Jamie-Lee
Morrow (VIC), Rebecca Reeve (SA),
Jennifer Sadler (WA), Kelly Lean (VIC),
Monique Stojanovic (VIC), Agnieszka
Kudziela (QLD).
Staff: Shannon Winzer (VIC) Head
Coach, Martin Collins (QLD) Assistant
Coach, Bill Mchoul (VIC) Team Manager,
Casey Abblitt (ACT) Physiotherapist, Arj
Perera (VIC) Strength and Conditioning
Coach, Gaku Mikami (JPN) Performance
Analysis
RESULTS:
AUS - PHI 3-2 (21-25; 21-25; 26-24; 2516; 15-10)
AUS - KAZ 3-2 (21-25; 25-20; 25-23;
20-25; 12-15)
AUS - IRI 0-3 (17-25; 22-25; 20-25)
AUS - IRI 1-3 (25-22; 23-25; 22-25;
10-25)
AUS - VIE 0-3 (14-25; 15-25; 21-25)
AUS - IRI 3-1 (22-25; 26-24; 26-24;
25-18)
AUS - THA 0-3 (20-25; 21-25; 13-25)

MEN’S VOLLEYROOS

M E N ’S VO L L E Y R O O S
The 2018 season saw the
introduction of the new VNL
(Volleyball Nations League) which
the Men Volleyroos were invited
to play in, as one of the 16 teams
selected for this tournament
on competitive and marketing/
commercial grounds.
It represented a logistical challenge,
with 15 matches to be played over
5 weeks in 5 different countries
across 4 continents. It also brought
significant challenges in managing
the limited permitted player roster to
enable adequate recovery between
matches and to prevent injury.
But it did provide unparalleled
competition. Of the 15 opponents,
only China and Korea were ranked
below the Volleyroos.
With a relegation/promotion system
operating, it was not an acceptable
outcome to finish 16th in this
competition, which would mean

removal from the VNL in 2019. The
aim was of course to do considerably
better than 16th.
The team prepared in Poland for a
fortnight in May, and also travelled
to Italy (ranked 4 in the world) and
Germany (ranked 10) for warm up
matches, playing each nation twice
for one win and one loss in each
case. Then over the following 5
weeks of the VNL in Rouen, France;
Sofia, Bulgaria; Ottawa, Canada;
Seoul, Korea and Melbourne, the
Volleyroos recorded 5 wins, against
Bulgaria (ranked 14), Germany (10),
Korea (21), China (20) and Italy (4).
The team played aggressively and
positively, also taking sets off other
highly ranked teams, and eventually
finishing 13th in the VNL, an
improvement over the 15th ranking
in the 2017 World League.
After a break of some weeks, the
team re-assembled on the Gold

Coast in August to prepare for
the World Championships in Italy
in September, which have just
concluded at the time of writing.
With 24 teams starting the
competition, only 16 progressed past
the first round, and this included
Australia. We recorded wins against
Cameroon (ranked 30), Tunisia (24)
and Slovenia (23), but again played
in a patient, yet uninhibited and
fighting way “the Volleyroos Way”,
making it quite difficult for highly
ranked teams on most occasions,
including taking the number 2
ranked team USA to 5 sets along the
way. This saw Australia finishing
14th out of the 24 qualified teams
overall, an improvement over the
last World Championship result from
2014.
More pleasing than these statistics
are the confidence and more
consistent performance that the
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team showed in the Championships,
and the improvement over the year
(in the VNL, World Championships
and friendly matches) in all respects,
under the coaching of Mark Lebedew
and his assistants. In all these
matches, the Volleyroos were never
beaten by a team ranked lower than
them, and recorded 9 wins over
higher ranked teams in their 15 wins
over the season.
A team containing some Volleyroos
and some development players also
competed in the AVC Cup in Chinese
Taipei in August, recording a final
placing of 6th.

R E S U LT S

Physiotherapist, John Boultbee (NSW)

AUS-JAP 1-3 (21-25,17-25,25-21,15-25)

Head of Delegation

AUS-KAZ 3-1 (25-19,25-18,23-25,25-16)
AUS-THA 2-3 (25-21,27-25,16-25,17-25,5-15)

RESULTS:
AUS-JPN 1-3 (18-25,15-25,25-23,17-25)
AUS-IRI 0-3 (23-25,23-25,21-25)

2018 FIVB MEN’S WORLD CHAMPs

AUS-FRA 0-3 (17-25,20-25,34-36)

Italy and Bulgaria

AUS-RUS 1-3 (18-25,19-25,25-18,22-25)

9th to 30th September 2018

AUS-BUL 3-0 (25-23,25-23,26-24)
AUS-SRB 2-3 (23-25,19-25,25-20,27-25,9-15)

Athletes: Beau Graham (QLD), Arshdeep

AUS-CAN 0-3 (19-25,24-26,19-25)

Dosanjh (NSW), Paul Sanderson (VIC),

AUS-USA 1-3 (25-20,20-25,15-25,17-25)

Travis Passier (QLD), Harrison Peacock

AUS-GER 3-2 (25-22,18-25,17-25,25-18,15-11)

(SA), Trent O’Dea (VIC), Max Staples

AUS-KOR 3-1 (23-25,25-19,25-19,25-21)

(WA), Luke Perry (WA), Nehemiah

AUS-CHN 3-1 (25-27,41-39,29-27,25-21)

Mote (NSW), Samuel Walker (WA),

AUS-ITA 3-1 (27-25,18-25,25-19,25-23)

Luke Smith (WA), Paul Carroll - Captain

AUS-BRA 0-3 (22-25,19-25,19-25)

(NSW) Lincoln Williams (QLD), Thomas

2018 VOLLEYBALL NATIONS LEAGUE

AUS-ARG 1-3 (20-25,19-25,25-20,19-25)

Hodges (VIC).

FRA, BUL, CAN, KOR, AUS

AUS-POL 0-3 (16-25,24-26,23-25)

25th May – 24th June 2018

Staff:

Finished 13th out of 16 teams

Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach,
2018 6th MEN’S AVC CUP

Luke Reynolds (VIC) Assistant Coach,

Athletes: Beau Graham (QLD), Arshdeep

Chinese Taipei (Taipei)

Liam Sketcher (QLD) Second Assistant

Dosanjh (NSW), Paul Sanderson

8th to 15th August 2018

Coach, Craig Marshall (QLD) Second

(VIC), Travis Passier (QLD), Gerrard

Finished 6th out of 8 teams

Assistant Coach – Gold Coast Camp,

Lipscombe (VIC), Harrison Peacock (SA),

Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager,

Trent O’Dea (VIC), Max Staples (WA),

Athletes: Max Senica (QLD), Thomas

Huy Nguyen (SA) Performance Analysis,

Jordan Richards (VIC) Luke Perry (WA),

Heptinstall (WA), Gerrard Lipscombe

Mateusz Nykiel (POL) Performance

Nehemiah Mote (NSW), Samuel Walker

(VIC), James Takken (QLD), Steven

Analysis, Darren Austin (VIC) Head

(WA), Simon Hone (ACT), Luke Smith

Macdonald (QLD), Simon Hone –

Physiotherapist, Andrew Hocking (VIC)

(WA), Thomas Douglas-Powell (QLD),

Captain (ACT), Tim Taylor (NSW),

Physiotherapist, John Boultbee (NSW)

Paul Carroll - Captain (NSW), Lincoln

Nicholas Butler (WA), Curtis Stockton

Head of Delegation

Williams (QLD), Thomas Hodges (VIC),

(VIC), James Weir (ACT), Elliott Viles

Curtis Stockton (VIC)

(SA), Jordan Colotti (SA)

RESULTS:
AUS-RUS 0-3 (21-25,20-25,16-25)

Staff: Mark Lebedew (SA) Head Coach,

Staff: Liam Sketcher (VIC) Head

AUS-USA 2-3 (23-25,20-25,25-22,25-23,10-15)

Luke Reynolds (VIC) Assistant Coach,

Coach, Brendan Garlick (QLD)

AUS-CAM 3-1 (21-25,25-17,25-22,25-20)

Liam Sketcher (VIC) Second Assistant

Assistant Coach, Gaku Mikami (JAP)

AUS-SRB 1-3 (20-25,25-21,17-25,19-25)

Coach, Dominik Kwapisiewicz (POL)

Performance Analysis, Simon Rice (ACT)

AUS-TUN 3-1 (16-25,25-17,25-19,25-16)

Second Assistant Coach – Poland Camp,

Physiotherapist

AUS-BRA 0-3 (21-25,22-25,15-25)

Giorgio Poetto (ITA) Team Manager,
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AUS-BEL 0-3 (26-28,26-28,20-25)

Bogdan Szczebak (POL) Performance

RESULTS:

Analysis, Huy Nguyen (SA) Performance

AUS-IRI 1-3 (20-25,22-25,25-18,25-16)

Analysis, Darren Austin (VIC) Head

AUS-TPE 0-3 (17-25,14-25,12-25)

Physiotherapist, Julia Allan (VIC)

AUS-KOR 0-3 (23-25,24-26,19-25)

AUS-SLO 3-2 (23-25,25-20,19-25,25-22,15-11)

B E AC H VO L L E Y R O O S
In a season which has many highlights
for the Beach Volleyroos, the
standout performances were the
Gold (Damien Schumann and Chris
McHugh) and Silver (Taliqua Clancy
and Mariafe Artacho del Solar)
Medals at the Commonwealth Games
in April, and the Bronze Medal in
the FIVB World Tour Finals for our
women’s combination of Taliqua
Clancy and Mariafe Artacho del
Solar in September. However apart
from these 3 outstanding results
there were another 10 podium
performances on the FIVB World Tour
in the season from October 2017
to September 2018, with 8 athletes
(the 4 mentioned above, plus Jessyka
Ngauamo, Phoebe Bell, Zac Schubert
and Cole Durant) contributing to
these results. Additionally, there have
been an Asian Championship win
(Clancy and Artacho del Solar) and

several Asian Tour podium results as
well. The details are set out below.
As reported last year, after some
months of trialling different
combinations, the season began with
Damien Shumann/Chris McHugh
and Taliqua Clancy/Mariafe Artacho
del Solar being the leading new
combinations, and after impressive
World and Asian Tour results, these
two teams were selected for the
Commonwealth Games inaugural
beach volleyball tournament on the
Gold Coast in April. Working their
way through the pool play and then
quarter and semi-finals, both teams
met highly regarded and ranked
Canadian teams in the finals, with
Schumann and McHugh beating their
opponents for the Gold Medal in a
see-sawing match, and Clancy and
Artacho del Solar taking the silver

medal by the narrowest of margins
behind the world ranked number one
Canadian women. The performances
were matched in importance by
the outstanding profile this event
provided for the sport in the iconic
Coolangatta venue, and the fantastic
public support received in the
stadium and in the media.
Following the Commonwealth
Games, a new coach, Kirk Pitman was
recruited for the women’s number
one team, and he has assisted them
in bringing their World Tour medal
count for the season to 4 wins and 2
bronzes (including the finals) and an
Asian Championship win.
Another change was made in the
men’s combinations after the
Commonwealth Games with Chris
McHugh combining now with Zac
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Schubert, and Damien Schumann
with Cole Durant, both under the
coaching guidance of Andrew
Schacht.
The other significant change going
forward is that Beach Volleyball
Technical Director and Head Coach
Victor Anfiloff has decided not to
renew his contract at the end of
October 2018 for family reasons.
The successes in the past two years
are something that Victor can be
proud to have contributed to in a
very significant way, and we wish
him well back in the Netherlands.

R E S U LT S
Porec, Croatia 5 Star
26th June - 1st July
Artacho del Solar / Bell - 33rd
Laird / Ngauamo - 33rd
Clancy / Bawden - 9th
Mchugh / Schumann - 17th
Gstaad, Switzerland 5 Star
3rd - 8th July
Artacho del Solar / Bell - 33rd
Clancy / Bawden - 9th
Laird / Ngauamo - 33rd
Mchugh / Schumann - 25th
Olsztyn, Poland Open
19th - 23rd July
Artacho del Solar / Bell - 25th
Clancy / Bawden - 9th
Laird / Ngauamo - 33rd
Mchugh / Schumann - 9th
Schubert / Durant - 9th
World Championships Austria
28th July - 6th August
Clancy / Bawden - 17th
Laird / Ngauamo - 37th
Mchugh / Schumann - 9th
Espinho, Portugal 2 Star
28th - 30th July
Schubert / Durant - 9th
Qinzhou China 3 Star
11th-15th October
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 1st
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Ngauamo / Bawden - 5th
Durant / Schubert - 9th
Sydney, Australia 2 Star
22th - 26th November
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 1st
Ngauamo / Bawden - 5th
Bell / Kendall - 19th
Weiler / Battaglene - 31st
Mchugh / Schumann - 4th
Schubert / Durant - 5th
Ferguson / Guehrer - 9th
Burnett / Court - 5th
Wakefield / Schumann - 31st
Bryce / Mann - 31st
Sabine / Link - 31st
The Hague, Netherlands Open
3rd - 7th January
Mchugh / Schumann - 25th
Schubert / Durant - 25th
Shepparton, Australia 1 Star
1st - 4th February
Bell / Ngauamo - 9th
Kendall / Weiler - 13th
Mchugh / Schumann - 2nd
Schubert / Durant - 3rd
Dickson / Grice - 21st
Ferguson / Guehrer - 13th
Burnett / Court - 13th
Wakefield / Schumann - 13th
Poland / Mann - 21st
Mills / Mowen - 13th
Fort Lauderdale, United States Major
27th February - 4th March
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 9th
Mchugh / Schumann - 25th
Doha, Qatar Beach Volleyball Cup
6th - 10th March
Mchugh / Schumann - 33rd
Men’s XXI Commonwealth Games 6th
- 12th April
Mchugh / Schumann - Gold
Women’s XXI Commonwealth Games
6th - 12th April
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - Silver
Satun, Thailand SMM Pak
8th - 11th April
Schubert / Dickson- 4th
Ferguson / Hodges - 17th

Xiamen, China 4 Star
18th - 22nd April
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 3rd
Langkawi, Malaysia 1 Star
26th - 29th April
Ngauamo / Bell - 3rd
Kendall / Weiler - 9th
Mersin, Turkey 3 Star
2nd - 6th May
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 17th
Manila, Philippines 1 Star
3rd - 6th May
Dickson / Ferguson - 5th
Wakefield / Schumann - 21st
Phnom Penh, Cambodia Anchor Beach
Volleyball Carnival 2018
4th - 6th May
Ngauamo / Bell - 5th
Kendall / Weiler - 19th
Lucerne, Switzerland 3 Star
9th -13th May
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 1st
Bangkok, Thailand 1 Star
10th - 13th May
Dickson / Ferguson - 5th
Burnett / Guehrer - 17th
Nantong, China Silk Road Nantong
Open
7th - 10th June
Ngauamo / Bell - 3rd
Nanjing, China Silk Road Tangshan
Open
14th - 17th June
Ngauamo / Bell - 9th
Sentosa, Singapore Open
21st - 24th June
Laird / Kendall - 31st
Ngauamo / Bell - 9th
Schumann / Durant - 5th
Dickson / Ferguson - 25th
Guehrer / Court - 17th
Wakefield / Schumann - 31st
Poland, Warsaw 4 Star
27th June - 1st July
Artacho del Solar / Clancy - 25th

N AT I O N A L T E A M
S TA F F
Thanks are due to the coaching and other staff working
with the National Teams and in particular:
Beach Volleyroos
Victor Anfiloff - Technical Director/Head Coach
Andrew Schachty - Men’s Senior Coach
Simon Naismith - Women’s Senior Coach
Kirk Pitman - Women’s Number 1 Team Caoch
Mick Nelson - Men’s Assistant Coach and COE Coach
Tom Kroger - Women’s Assistant Coach and COE Coach
Josh Slack - Performance Analyst
Tom Patrick - Performance Behaviour Coach
Alek Ryan - Strength and Conditioning Coach
James Ilic - Principal Medical Officer
Ian Scarborough - Physiotherapist
James Trotter - Physiotherapist
Petra Bouthoorn - Physiotherapist
Tim Joy - Soft Tissue Therapist
Steve Benson - Administrator
Tijanna Bibis - Administrator
Men Volleyroos
Mark Lebedew - Head Coach
Luke Reynolds - Assistant Coach
Strength & Conditioning Coach
Liam Sketcher - Assistant Coach
Darren Austin - Physiotherapist
Julia Allan - Physiotherapist
Bogdan Szczebak - Statistician
Hugh Nguyen - Statistician
Mateusz Nykiel - Statistician
James Ilic - Principal Medical Officer
Giorgio Poetto - Team Manager
Women Volleyroos
Shannon Winzer - Head Coach
Marty Collins - Assistant Coach
Dan Ilott - Assistant Coach
Arj Perera - Strength and Conditioning Coach
Henry Tram - Physiotherapist
Casey Abblitt - Physiotherapist
Mateusz Nykiel - Statistician
Gaku Mikami - Statistician
Jenny Becker - Team Manager
Bill McHoul - Team Manager
Giorgio Poetto - Performance Manager
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FEATURE EVENT

Mariafe Artacho del Solar/Taliqua Clancy - SILVER
v Angelopoulou/Konstantinou CYP 2:0 (21-14, 21-9)
v Stafford/Williams GRN 2:0 (21-2, 21-11)
v Beattie/Coutts SCO 2:0 (21-9, 21-9)
v Mutatsimpundu/Nzayisenga RWA 2:0 (21-9, 21-8)
v Matauatu/Pata VAN 2:1 (21-19, 16-21, 15-9)
v Humana-Paredes/Pavan CAN 0:2 (19-21, 20-22)

Christopher McHugh/Damien Schumann - GOLD
v Cavula/Korowale FJI 2:0 (21-9, 21-9)
v Hodge/Seabrookes SKN 2:0 (21-3, 21-11)
v Stewart/Williams TTO 2:0 (21-13, 31-16)
v Kamara/Lombi SLE 2:0 (21-12, 21-14)
v Gregory/Sheaf ENG 2:0 (21-13, 21-16)
v Pedlow/Schachter CAN 2:1 (21-19, 18-21, 18-16)

X XI COMMONWEALTH
GAMES
6TH - 12TH APRIL
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FEATURE ATHLETE

LOUISE BAWDEN
91 World Tour events and 397 World Tour matches
over a 10 year Beach Volleyball career
3 x Olympian (Sydney 2000 – Indoor Volleyball, 2012
London and 2016 Rio – Beach Volleyball)
5th in Rio Olympics
5th in 2015 World Championships Beach Volleyball
3 x Asian Champion (2014, 2015, 2017)
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Triple Olympian Louise Bawden announced her
retirement from international beach volleyball
competition in early 2018, at the age of 36.
Bawden’s career spanned over 20 years when as
a 17 year old she moved from her home in Melbourne to Canberra to join the indoor Volleyball
program. Two years later Louise appeared at her
first Olympics, Sydney 2000 as part of the Australian indoor team that finished ninth.
Nine years later Bawden switched to beach
Volleyball and the transition was smooth and
successful making the 2012 Olympic team for the
London games with Becchara Palmer.
Shortly after London, Bawden teamed up with
Australia’s first indigenous beach volleyball
Olympian Taliqua Clancy. The pair taking out
the 2014 Asian Championships and after great
success on the FIVB world tour found themselves
representing Australia at the 2016 Rio Olympics
finishing a very credible 5th going down in a
thrilling quarterfinal to the eventual Bronze
Medalists from the U.S.A Kerri Walsh Jennings
and April Ross.

“While my career was not defined by
the elusive gold medal, I am extremely
proud of the progress I made as an
athlete, the standards I held myself to, my
commitment to learn and the reputation
I built internationally as a hard worker
and a fighter on the court. I was blessed
to represent Australia on more occasions
than I can count, and I did so to the very
best of my ability.” - Louise Bawden
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EXECUTIVE REPORT

PATHWAYS DIREC TOR
REPORT
NAM PHAM
The Volleyball Australia Junior
Development Program continued
to magnify during the 2017-2018
season. More camps were held
both for indoor and beach volleyball
around the country to prepare and
develop athletes and coaches for
international competition. There
were 2 major junior age indoor
championships (Asian Girls U17 and
U19 Championships), and 3 junior
age beach championships (FIVB
World U21 Championship, Youth
Commonwealth Games, and Oceania
Youth Olympic Games Qualification
Tournament). These critical
events were supported by various
international exchanges to broaden
the experience of the players
and coaches. These included our
customary Thailand Development
Tour, hosting of Japan’s Youth Team
in our annual exchange, and the AIS
Centre of Excellence Tours of Europe
and New Zealand.
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The highlight of the year was the
success of our junior beach teams
winning the Youth Commonwealth
Games Gold Medal in the Women,
and Bronze medal in the Men’s.
We were also successful at the
Oceania Youth Olympic Games Beach
Volleyball Qualification Tournament
with the men winning the gold
and the women winning the silver.
These results qualified the teams
for the U19 World Champs and
Youth Olympic games to be held the
following year. The
The Junior Volleyball Development
Program would like to thank
all coaches and staff that have
volunteered and engaged with
the Program over the last year to
help shape the future of Australian
Volleyball.

PATHWAYS

FIVB U21 WORLD BEACH VOLLEYBALL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
China (Nanjing), 11th- 16th July 2017
Men:
Paul BURNETT (WA) / Marcus FERGUSON
(QLD) - 9th position
Justin SCHUMANN (VIC) / Mitch
WAKEFIELD (SA) - Qualification
Tournament
Women:
Sabine MILLS (QLD) / Caitlin BETTENAY
(QLD)- 25th position
Staff:
Mick NELSON - Men’s Coach
Sandra Carter - Women’s Coach

YOUTH COMMONWEALTH GAMES BEACH VOLLEYBALL
Bahamas (Nassau), 19th- 23rd July 2017
Men:
Mark Nicolaidis (QLD) / James TAKKEN
(QLD) - 3rd Position
Women:
Rebecca INGRAM (VIC) / Carrie VAN
RENSBURG (VIC) - 1st Position
Staff:
Kerri POTTHARST - Men’s Coach
Mandy COMBES - Women’s Coach

OCEANIA YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES
BEACH VOLLEYBALL QUALIFICATION
TOURNAMENT
Australia (Canberra), 1st - 3rd March
2018
Men:
Mark Nicolaidis (QLD) / Ky LANDERS (WA)
- 1st Position
Women:
Tiaan SMITH (QLD) / Aimee COLEMAN
(QLD) - 2nd Position
Staff:
Sean THOMAS - Men’s Coach
Mandy COMBES - Women’s Coach

12th ASIAN GIRLS’ U17 VOLLEYBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Thailand (Nakhon Pathom), 20 - 27 May
2018
7th position.
Athletes:
Sarah Burton (WA), Mariya Bykova (QLD),
Lauren Cox (VIC), Anuprita Ghalsasi
(QLD), Sarah Hasselerharm (WA),
Annelies Jones (QLD), Alissa Kinkela
(VIC), Brianna Mears (QLD), Kayla Mears
(QLD), Allysha Sims (SA), Alisha Stevens
(QLD), Lucy Watkins (QLD)

Staff:
Myles Roantree (ACT) - Head Coach
Rachael Georgieff (QLD) - Asst Coach
Rhiannon Tooker (QLD) - Asst Coach
Carmaine Ng (VIC) - Physiotherapist
Bill McHoul (VIC) - Head Of Delegation/
Team Manager

19th ASIAN WOMEN’S U19 VOLLEYBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP
Vietnam (Bac Ninh), 10 - 17 June 2018
10th position.
Athletes:
Marija LUKIC (VIC), Aimee COLEMAN
(QLD), Anneliese SCHOOF (SA), Jana
MILUTINOVIC (SA), Caitlin TIPPING (Vic),
Elenoa SING (QLD), Elly MCINERNEY
(VIC), Tiaan SMITH (QLD), Julia DUNNING
(QLD), Sarah STRONG (QLD), Hannah
KARRASCH (QLD), Kimberley VOGEL
(QLD)
Staff:
Boris GEORGIEFF (QLD) - Head Coach
Rebecca Walter (VIC) - Assistant Coach
Christopher Todd (QLD) - Assistant Coach
Carmaine Ng (VIC) - Physiotherapist
Bill McHoul (VIC) - Head Of Delegation/
Team Manager
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RISING STARS
Z ACK L AWLEY-KNOT T
Camps were run in Melbourne,
Adelaide, Perth, Canberra (Women’s
World Grand Prix), Hobart, Darwin
and Alice Springs. Overall we had
314 athletes attend these camps - a
mixture of new athletes, identified
athletes and existing players.
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Rising Stars was integral part of the
athlete and coach development
again in 2017.
Camps were run in Melbourne,
Adelaide, Perth, Canberra
(Women’s World Grand Prix),
Hobart, Darwin and Alice Springs.
Overall we had 314 athletes attend
these camps - a mixture of new
athletes, identified athletes and
existing players.
From 2017 - two players identified
exclusively from Rising Stars
Camps accepted positions in the
Indoor Centre of Excellence for
2018. Many other athletes went
on to trial and make state teams
after attending the camp or were
identified to be invited to further
national camps.

In addition to the over 300
athletes that attended a total of
50 coaches participated in the
camps. This does not include
the Rising Stars facilitators and
head coaches. During the camp,
Coaches participate in 20 hours of
either on court coaching or coach
development. Coach development
and athlete education is viewed
as importantly as the on court skill
development of the players and
perhaps even more important.
A development for 2017 was to
link in Rising Stars camps with
International events. Following the
success of the camp after World
League in the Gold Coast a similar
camp was run in Canberra during
the Women’s World Grand Prix.
This was a fantastic experience

for the athletes and coaches
alike. The athletes got too meet
the Volleyroos players and the
Volleyroos gave a lot of their
time on match day for questions,
photos and autographs. The camp
coaches also got to meet and talk
to the Volleyroos coaches. This
experience added a lot of value to
these Rising Stars Camps.
Aims for 2018 is to increase the
number and size of our camps
through engaging a wider network
of Rising Stars Facilitator’s. Some
SSO’s have already been in
conversation with dates for 2018
and all have been contacted.
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EXECUTIVE REPORT

EVENTS REPORT

•

PHIL MULLER

•

After being appointed during the final
2 months of this reporting period, can I
firstly thank the VA events staff – Verity
Hanka, Kasia Stawski and Baz Wedmaier.
When one reads through the scope
of events for beach and indoor, both
nationally and international, that this
team deliver each year, our sport is
blessed with such energetic, enthusiastic
and dedicated staff.

periods for both the AVSC and VolleyFest
in 2018. Further we are nearing the
end of the hosting agreements with
Volleyball Queensland and Volleyball
Western Australia for the AJVC and
AJBVC respectively in late 2018 and
2019. This coupled with a VA Board
commitment for our national event
properties to be more commercially
viable and sound.

The position of an Events Director
will allow VA to review, reset and to
re-engage with our member States
/ Territories, athletes, parents,
government and corporate funding
partners over the outcomes we wish
to achieve. Our events are more than
just events, they are our sports national
properties. Properties that have the
ability to drive participation and elite
development, have greater commercial
viability and to promote our sport within
the Australian sporting landscape.

Following a consultative period and
an analysis of the outcomes we wish
to achieve from our national event
properties our future programs will be
determined by the following guiding
principles:
•
Event budgeting - new budget
process which includes a
standardised VA Board report.
•
Optimise event revenue
opportunities and profit margins
•
Compliance to VA’s Risk
Management Framework
•
Inform VA’s Strategic Plan
•
Event formats designed to embrace
growth through multi entry level
events – State team, Association/
Region, Club or single entity
•
States / Territories choose their
entry level dependent upon their

So by this appointment and given
the climate for change we are at an
exciting cross roads for the progression
of our events portfolio. This climate
for change is driven by the ending
of existing government funding
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•

•
•
•

development and participation
plans
Alignment with seasonality of beach
/ Indoor
Events to offer more than a
competition but to host Coaching,
Officiating and information sessions
for Parents
Develops capacity within
member States/ Territories as the
structure provides the vision for
the development of officials and
coaches
3 – 5 year hosting agreement with
State/ Territory Governments due to
a visionary 3 – 5 year event calendar
Events are clustered to meet
government funding KPI’s, primarily
visitation numbers
International event hosting – one
indoor and one beach event per
year

From these guiding principles a national
event property framework will be
developed. This framework will provide
the structure to support each event. This
work will be ongoing during the later
stages of 2018 in preparation for the
2019 calendar year.
Thanks to our member States and
Territories for your continued support
through your participation during
2017/18 period and again thanks to the
VA Corporate and Events team.

EVENTS

C O M M O N W E A LT H
G A M E S 2018
After years of negotiations with all levels
of government, Commonwealth Games
Federation (CGF) and the FIVB the
decision for our sport (Beach Volleyball)
to be included into the GC2018 games
was announced in early 2016. This
decision came after the official budget
bid was approved by the Queensland
Government and CGF. The result of this
late decision meant there was technically
no money for hosting of Beach
Volleyball. All other sport and functional
area budgets had to accommodate
beach volleyball. Although not ideal,
but the appointed staff – Phil Muller
(Competition Manager), Damien Searle
(Technical Operations Manager), Trent
Clarke (Sport Operations Manager) and
Kasia Stawski (Sport Services Manager)
were determined to ensure a successful
games. The staff were able to exceed
all of Goldoc’s performance levels
across all constituent groups – Athletes,
Spectators, Broadcast, Volunteers.

Interesting statistics from the 7 days of
competition are:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

10,000 spectators each day across 3
sessions per day
52 matches played using the
Hawkeye Challenge system – FIVB
2018 season will only have 48
matches utilising the challenge
system
90 Minute turnaround for spectator
egress and ingress between sessions
52 matches delivered on “zero”
time for broadcast
550 volunteers across all Functional
Areas at Coolangatta
Highest level of volunteer
attendance of the games with a 98%
retention rate, volleyball specific
volunteers was at 99.8%
Longest match – 61 minutes (Men)
and 54 minutes (Women)
Shortest match – 30 minutes (Men)
and 25 minutes (Women)
Fastest serve – 92km/hr (Men) –
Cook (SCO) and Sheaf (ENG), 82km/
hr – Wills (NZL)
Only 2 Transport issues

Highlights of the games were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gold to AUS men and Silver to AU
women
The location and the LOOK
Sport Presentation
Sport Engagement
Broadcast – postcard shots of
Coolangatta Beach to Greenmount
The weather
The significant learnings from
the games were that our Beach
Volleyball Product
Is a great promotable product
10,000 new spectators each day was
a testament
The combination of sport plus
spectator engagement is a great
formula for success
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FINAL PLACINGS
1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
5TH

FIVB WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP AVC
QUALIFIER
12-16 JULY 2017
AIS ARENA - CANBERR A AC T
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JAPAN
AUSTRALIA
CHINESE TAIPEI
THAILAND
NEW ZEALAND

The 2017 World Championship AVC
Qualifier was held in Canberra on 1216 July. This event was the final qualification for the Asian Zone into the
2018 Men’s World Championships
in Italy & Bulgaria. 5 nations from all
over Asia competed for 2 spots in
the World Championships. Canberra
hosted teams from Australia, Chinese Taipei, Japan, New Zealand and
Thailand.
Hosting an event over 5 days presented challenges in sourcing NTO’s
for the duration of the competition,
as well as enticing spectators from
the ACT and surrounding areas to
come along and spectate all 10
matches. Hosting in Canberra at
the AIS did assist in reducing event

expenses and made it easier for Volleyball Australia event staff to host,
with staff being on site to manage
logistics in lead up to the event.

Lai-Chun Cheng (TPE)
Indo Tomokazu (JPN)
Karl Tyrrell (NZL)
Pawarith Musika (THA)

Thank you to Volleyball ACT, the ACT
Dragons Volleyball club and local ACT
Volleyball Community for all of their
assistance with the hosting of the
event.

Other key staff members include:
Christine Gates, DJ Tallie (Adam
Thornley), Jonathon Cannon, Peter
McConnon, Nam Pham, Teresa Lloyd,
Chloe Edwards, Dean Turner, Michael
Fitzpatrick, Gaku Mikami, Andre
Borgeaud, Hugh Nguyen, Melissa
Clarke, Georgia Niedermeier, Ben
Todd and Jordan Waltmann for their
significant contribution to the event.

Key Staff
National Organising Committee
Event Director: Verity Hanka
Athlete Services: Kasia Stawski
Sport Presentation: Baz Wedmaier
AVC Technical Supervisor: Thomas
Chang
International Referees:
Rob Szydlowski (AUS)

APAC Sport Media was the official
photographer for the event.

Date

Teams

Spectators

12 July

TPE v JPN

0-3

19-25,19-25,19-25

500

12 July

AUS v NZL

3-0

25-12,25-18,25-18

1000

13 July

JPN v NZL

3-0

25-11,25-16,25-10

400

13 July

AUS v THA 3-0

25-20,25-21,25-19

1000

14 July

TPE v NZL

3-0

25-17,25-21,25-16

300

14 July

JPN v THA

3-0

25-12,25-18,25-16

400

15 July

TPE v THA

3-0

25-22,25-23,25-22

700

15 July

AUS v JPN

2-3

22-25,25-23,14-25,25-22,13-15

1200

16 July

THA v NZL

3-1

25-20,25-16,25-27,25-19

300

16 July

AUS v TPE

3-0

25-23,25-23,25-23

800
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FIVB WORLD GR AND PRIX GROUP 3 FINALS
22-23 JULY 2017
AIS ARENA - CANBERR A AC T

FINAL PLACINGS
1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
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HUNGARY
AUSTRALIA
FRANCE
VENEZUELA

The 2017 FIVB World Grand Prix - Group 3 Finals were
held in Canberra at the AIS Arena on 22-23 July. The
final round was played over two days with semi-finals
and finals. Australia, France, Hungary and Venezuela
qualified for the 2017 finals event. Unfortunately, the
event encountered some major hurdles when the
team from Venezuela were not able to attend the
event. Australia was due to play against Venezuela on
Saturday 22nd. This match was forfeited, and Australia
progressed to the grand final against Hungary. The
same occurred on Sunday 23rd with the Venezuelan’s
forfeiting to France giving France the Bronze medal.
Hungary defeated Australia for the Gold medal.
Key Staff
National Organising Committee
Event Director: 		
Verity Hanka
Athlete Services: 		
Kasia Stawski
Sport Presentation:
Baz Wedmaier
FIVB Technical Supervisor: Thomas Chang (HGK)
FIVB Referee Delegate:
Alexander Steele (SCO)
International Referees:
Rob Szydlowski (AUS)
			
Lai-Chun Cheng (TPE)
			
Hamid Alrousi (UAE)
			
Goran Gradinski (SRB)
			
Lourdes Perez Perez (CUB)
Other key staff members include:
Christine Gates, DJ Tallie (Adam Thornley), Jonathon
Cannon, Peter McConnon, Nam Pham, Teresa Lloyd,
Chloe Edwards, Dean Turner, Michael Fitzpatrick,
Andre Borgeaud, Melissa Clarke, Georgia Niedermeier
and Ben Todd for their significant contribution to the
event.
APAC Sport Media was the official photographer for
the event.
Date

22 Jul

Teams

HUN v FRA

Spectators

3-2

700

(24-26,25-18,21-25,25-15,15-11)
22 Jul

AUS v VEN

3-0

(25-0,25-0,25-0)
23 Jul

FRA v VEN

3-0

(25-0,25-0,25-0)
23 Jul

HUN v AUS

3-0

1100

(25-18,25-18,25-20)
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AUSTR ALIAN
JUNIOR
VOLLEYBALL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
23-30 SEPTEMBER 2017
COOMER A, GOLD COAST QLD
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Volleyball Queensland (VQ)
successfully hosted their second
AJVC in 2017 on behalf of Volleyball
Australia. VQ will host the event again
in 2018.
The six (6) day event was located at
Coomera Indoor Sports Centre in
the Gold Coast, and utilised eight
(8) courts in total. 2017 was made
up of three (3) age groups U15, U17
and U19, in both men and women,
69 teams participated with the state
participation breakdown below:
ACT 7 teams, NSW 12 teams, SA 11
teams, VIC 16 teams, QLD 13 teams,
WA 7 teams, SAM 2 teams, NZ 1 team.
The event was promoted to the local
volleyball community, with assistance
from VA and VQ staff throughout
the tournament. VQ nominated Jon
Gibbs as the Tournament Director in
Damien Searle’s absence whilst he
was employed at the Commonwealth
Games.
Referees continued to attend the
event for practical experience with
the prospect of being assessed

and potentially upgraded by the
conclusion of the tournament. George
Chalhoub was appointed as the
Technical Delegate for the second
year running with his third year in
2018 as a mentor to the new Technical
Delegate. A total of 50 referees were
in attendance represented from
each state across Australia. The day
prior to competition commencing, all
referees and delegates were required
to attend a referee clinic hosted by
the Technical Delegate. Clinic content
included educating all individuals on
specific tournament rules, regulations
and schedules whilst maintaining
good health and wellbeing practices.
Referees were assigned positions
as first referee, second referee and
scorers for all round matches, with the
inclusion of lines for finals. Referee
Delegates were appointed to mentor
referees as well as provide feedback
during and post matches.
Many thanks and congratulations to
the organisers of the event and to the
host state VQ for their contribution,
dedication and delivery of such a
successful tournament. The key staff
involved include:

Volleyball Australia Supervisor - Kasia
Stawski
Tournament Director: Jon Gibbs
Competition Manager: Patti McIntosh
Draw & Results Manager Peter
McConnon and Patti McIntosh
Court Supervisor: Michael Plumlee
Chief Referee: George Chalhoub
Referee Manager: Shane Clouston
(QLD)
Referee Delegates: Julian Coburn (VIC),
Ralph Dew (VIC), Dani Francis (WA),
Tanya Kowald (QLD), Jaek Passier (QLD)
and Michael Pitt (NSW).
Thank you to the following sponsors,
suppliers and supporters of the 2017
event: Volleyball QLD, Helloworld
Travel, Hancock Prospecting,
Mikasa, Gerflor, Australian Volleyball
Warehouse, the Australian Sports
Commission and the City of Gold Coast
and Queensland Government.
Australian Volleyball Warehouse Official Merchandisers
Rogue Photography - Tournament
Photographers
President Cup Winner: Queensland
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AUSTR ALIAN
VOLLEYBALL LEAGUE
16 SEPTEMBER - 3 DECEMBER
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The 2017 AVL followed the conference
style competition structure for the
3rd year in a row. 9 franchises were
separated across 2 conferences (East
and South) playing in a home and
away format with the top 2 teams
from each conference meeting in
Melbourne for the finals on 2nd and
3rd December.
The 2017 season consisted of the
Adelaide Storm, Melbourne University
Blues, VVA Vultures and WA Pearls/
Hornets in the South and Canberra
Heat, Centre of Excellence, QLD
Pirates, Sydney Amazons/Warriors &
UTSSU Shield.
Melbourne’s Uni Blues women broke
their own Australian Volleyball League

after seeing his charges dig out of
early trouble during the previous
day’s semi-final against the Sydney
Amazons.
The Queensland Pirates also went
back to back claiming their fourth
AVL title in five years to reaffirm their
status as the Australian Volleyball
League’s best men’s team.
It was an historic day for Volleyball
WA with their men’s and women’s
teams making the gold medal matches
together for the first time. While
disappointed they didn’t win a gold
medal, the signs are positive for the
game in the West.
On a big day of finals action in

Final results - Women
Semi
Uni Blues def Sydney Amazons 3:0 (25-22,25-21,25-15)
Semi
WA Pearls def QLD Pirates 3:1 (25-15,25-22,22-25,25-16)
Bronze QLD Pirates def Sydney Amazons 3:2 (22-25,25-23,25-20,21-25,15-11)
Gold
Uni Blues def WA Pearls 3:0 (25-19,25-16,25-15)
Final Results - Men
Semi
WA Hornets def Canberra Heat 3:1 (25-23,21-25,25-19,25-12)
Semi
QLD Pirates def Adelaide Storm 3:1 (25-15,25-20,23-25,25-17)
Bronze Canberra Heat def Adelaide Storm 3:1 (25-20,21-25,25-22,25-19)
Gold
QLD Pirates def WA Hornets 3:0 (25-19,25-16,25-20)

championship record by claiming their
fifth straight AVL title, and their sixth
overall, at the Melbourne Sports and
Aquatic Centre.

Melbourne the men’s Bronze medal
match kicked off proceedings with the
Canberra Heat defeating the Adelaide
Storm 3-1.

The Blues faced surprise packets the
WA Pearls in the final but were rarely
troubled taking the Gold Medal in
straight sets 3-0.

The women’s Bronze medal match
was the toughest contest of the day,
with hot favourites, the Queensland
Pirates, pushed all the way in a
gruelling five setter by relative new
comers the Sydney Amazons.

Blues coach Steve Holder only
took the reins this season after the
highly successful Shannon Winzer
reluctantly left the helm to take on
the prestigious national coaching job
full time.

Individual Award Winners
Women
Best Server
Mikaela Stevens - COE
Best Receiver
Xi Xi - Uni Blues
Best Attacker
Hannah Martin - Uni Blues
Best Blocker
Wikyra Schaafhausen - Amazons
Best Libero
Shelby Maher - Pearls
Best Setter
Sophie Paine - Uni Blues
MVP of the Finals Series
Hannah Martin - Uni Blues
Men
Best Server
Andrew MacLean - Pirates
Best Receiver
Sam Walker - Heat
Best Attacker
William Mercer - Pirates
Best Blocker
Kieran Ackhurst - Heat
Best Libero
Lewis McDonald - Hornets
Best Setter
Benjamin Bell - Pirates
MVP of the Finals Series
Andrew MacLean - Pirates

The delighted coach sensed a record
fifth straight title was possible
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COMPETITIORS AND PLACING
NSW Open - 17 - 19 November 2017
Women’s Division 1 Results

1. Mariafe Artacho/Phoebe Bell NSW/QLD
2. Kim Behrens/Sandra Ittlinger GER (Int)
3. Akiko Hasegawa/Azusa Futami JPN (Int)

		
Women’s Division 2 Results

1. Danielle King/Vanessa Green QLD
2. Lauren Taylor/Laura Marshall VIC/NSW
3. Anani Alegre/Michelle Kopecka NSW

Men’s Division 1 Results

1. Chris McHugh/Damien Schumann SA/VIC
2. Ben Saxton/Grant O’Gorman CAN (Int)
3. Zachery Schubert/Cole Durant SA/WA
		

Men’s Division 2 Results

1. Florian Schnetzer/Daniel Millner AUT (Int)
2. Matthew Abela/Alexander Naef VIC
3. Alex Gibbons/Matthew Collits NSW

AUSTR ALIAN BEACH
VOLLEYBALL TOUR
2017/18
Off the back of the success of the 2016/17 ABVT partnerships, VA again invested into supporting States creating a partnership to deliver the 2017/18 ABVT.
Building on this progress, VA was able to create a format and event structure
that included greater inclusion of developing athletes at the same time ensuring the High Performance Program athletes were able to attend.
Three of the four events were also part of the Selection Process for Australian
Athletes for the Commonwealth Games.
2017/18 also created a consistent platform for the ABVT to build on which will
see a much wider and simpler ranking and seeding structure able to be adopted for all Beach Volleyball events across Australia. Much of the development
for future years has been tried, tested and perfected with modelling produced
all off the back of a very success full 2017/18 Summer.
Between September 2017 and April 2018, 56 events were recorded on the
Volleyball Australia Ranking System.
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SA Open - 12 - 14 January 2018

WA Open - 16 - 18 February 2018

ACT Open - 2nd - 4th March 2018

Women’s Division 1 Results

Women’s Division 1 Results

Women’s Division 1 Results

Women’s Division 2 Results

Women’s Division 2 Results

		
Men’s Division 1 Results

Men’s Division 1 Results

Men’s Division 1 Results

Men’s Division 2 Results

Men’s Division 2 Results

1. Katja Stam/Julia Wouters NED (Int)
2. Mariafe Artacho/Stefanie Weiler NSW/VIC
3. Christie Jenkins/Tamsin Hinchley VIC

1. Isabella Holmes/Bonnie Hart SA
2. Sarah Strong/Nicola Gregory QLD/VIC
3 .Michelle Kopecka/Chelo Gomes NSW

1. Casey Grice/Bart Bolsterlee WA/NSW
2. Damien Schumann/Chris McHugh VIC/SA
3. Cole Druant/Zac Schubert WA/SA

1. Jack Gregory/Garang Anyang VIC
2. Daniel Kuklych/Shaun Davis VIC
3. Chris Philbrook/Danny Helman SA

1. Mariafe Artacho/Taliqua Clancy NSW/QLD
2. Michaela Vorlova/Lucia Michalovicova NSW
3. Christie Jenkins/Tamsin Hinchley VIC

1. Jo Brocx/Mona Cord-Ruwisch WA
2. Kirsty Gordon/Tessa Browne WA
3. Momoko Haddrell/Natalie Whittington WA

1. Michaela Vorlova/Lucia Michalovicova NSW
2. Kayla Mears/Brianna Mears QLD
3. Michaela Levy/Michelle Kopecka NSW

1. Marcus Ferguson/Tim Dickson QLD
2. Bart Bolsterlee/Max Guehrer NSW/SA
3. Mitchell Wakefield/Justin Schumann QLD/
VIC

1. Marcus Ferguson/Tim Dickson QLD
2. Zac Schubert/Max Gruher SA
3. Mark van Winsen/Jayson Fox WA

1. Chana Ongwaranon/Gareth Whitehead WA
2. Thomas Armenti/Jarrod Cocks WA
3. Gabriel Abbott/Jack Chamberlain WA

FINAL AUSTRALIAN RANKING
Australian Women's Champion
Rank

Player

Pts

1

Lucia Michalovicova (NSW)

944

2

Michaela Vorlova (NSW)

824

3

Danielle King (QLD)

596

4

Michelle Kopecka (NSW)

564

5

Tanya Beths (QLD)

524

6

Jordan Mowen (QLD)

512

Lucy Ambagtsheer (SA)

512

Sabine Link (NSW)

448

Mariafe Artacho (NSW)

448

Michaela Levy (NSW)
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Australian Men's Champion
Rank

Player

Pts

1

Bart Bolsterlee (NSW)

880

2

Marcus Ferguson (QLD)

624

Glenn Piper (NSW)

624

4

Joel Berry (QLD)

592

5

Max Guehrer (SA)

576

6

Tim Dickson (QLD)

560

7

Matt Reeves (QLD)

552

8

Casey Grice (WA)

544

9

Gareth Mann (NSW)

540

10

Connor Spence (QLD)

520
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VolleyFest returned to the beaches of
Manly in November 2017 with many
dubbing it as the best Beach Volleyball
event in Australia since the 2000 Sydney
Olympics.
The overwhelming support of Beach
Volleyball enthusiasts from all over the
world saw the event again grow and
has now established itself as a premier
beach sporting event in Australia and a
“must do” for athletes on the FIVB World
Tour.
Again, the event comprised of three key
elements with this event playing host
to the opening round of the ABVT, the
inaugural NSW Beach Volleyball Schools
Cup and a 2 Star Double Gender World
Tour event.
VolleyFest 2017 gave Volleyball Australia
the opportunity to host some additional
events and functions bring more people
and a wider audience to Beach Volleyball
and to Sydney. These included:
• The Volleyball Australia 2016/17 AGM
• Training and Competition
Opportunities for interstate and
international athletes with the local
Beach Volleyball clubs
• Private VIP function for Gina Rinehart
& guests
• Various meetings with Commonwealth
Games, VA Board and other key partners
of Volleyball Australia

VOLLEYFEST
16 SEPTEMBER - 3 DECEMBER
MANLY BEACH, NSW
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Volleyball Australia wants to recognise
all suppliers and sponsors who helped
bring this event together highlighting the
support of Destinations NSW, Helloworld
Travel, Hancock Prospecting, Scape and
Northern Beaches Council.
VolleyFest 2017 saw over 280 Staff,
Officials and Volunteers come together
to produce an amazing event and to
the highest standards expected of
the FIVB and the VA Board. Although
there are many heroes of this event, a
special mention must go to Lily Borger
(Volunteer Manager), Nathan “Wombat”
McLeod (Competition Manager)
and Liam “Thor” Young (Operations
Manager) who again proved themselves
as some of the best operators in
our sport working seamlessly and
relentlessly in a highly dynamic and
challenging environment. The sport
again thanks you.

Men’s Teams - Final Rank

VolleyFest 2017 Highlights include

Women’s Teams - Final Rank

1

Saxton/O'Gorman

AUS

2

Krou/Aye

AUT

3

Kolinske/Evans

AUS

4

McHugh/Schumann

JPN

5

Burnett/Court

JPN

Durant/Schubert

NZL

Thiercy/Gauthier-Rat

SLO

Finsters/Solovejs

USA

Ferguson/Guehrer

JPN

1

ArtachoDelSolar/Clancy

AUS

• An estimated 25,000 people directly

2

Wang/X.Y.Xia

CHN

engaging with the event across the 10

3

Schützenhöfer/Plesiutschnig

AUT

day period

4

Futami/Hasegawa

JPN

5

Bawden/Ngauamo

AUS

Behrens/Ittlinger

GER

Mizoe/Hashimoto

JPN

Dicello/Stockman

USA

Kusano/Take

JPN

Dumek/Bercik

AUS

Kravcenoka/Graudina

AUT

Barthelemy/Di Giantommaso

CAN

Tilley/Bain

NZL

Abbiati/Andreatta, T.

THA

Gromadowska/Kociolek

POL

Kapa/Seymour

LAT

Jancar/Kotnik

SLO

Watson/Hartles

CZE

Radarong/Udomchavee

THA

Zemljak/Pokeršnik, D.

POL

Flint/Larsen

USA

Kolaric/Klasnic

AUS

Métral/Hagenbuch

AUS

Appelgren/Boman

PNG

Schnetzer/Müllner

AUT

Li Zhuoxin/Ch. W. Zhou

CHN

Wu Jiaxin/Li Lei

CHN

Shoji/Gottsu

JPN

Boehlé/Bolsterlee

NED

I. Nuttanon/P. Sedtawat

THA

Hasegawa/Koshikawa

JPN

Takahashi/Ikeda

JPN

J. Surin/D.Kitti

THA

Del Sol/Roberts

USA

Wienckowski/Partain

USA

Anyang/Tang

AUS

Blake/Reeves

AUS

Mann/Poland

AUS

Schumann/Wakefield

AUS

MacNeil/Keith

CAN

P. Gao/Y. Li

CHN

Monduzzi/Galli M.

ITA

Shimizu/Tsuchiya

JPN

Kilarupa/Mea

PNG

Tralka/Gortych

POL

Aru/Mael

VAN

Chilia/Maki

VAN

• Sold Out sessions to the World Tour
Finals
• All centre court matches live streamed

9

with all semi-finals and finals on
international Live TV with an audience
of more than 12.5million
• Over 1.4m Social Media Engagements
within 1 week
17

• Gina Reinhart amended her schedule

Pardon/Dykstra

USA

Murakami/Ishii

JPN

Matei/Vaida

ROU

Bartoli/Jenkins

AUS

Bell/Kendall

AUS

Nagy/Lapointe

CAN

• The biggest VIP & Corporate activation

WangX.X./YuanLvwen

CHN

in VA history along with GA Sell Out.

Numwong/Hongpak

THA

Joe/Matauatu

VAN

Freiberger/Klopf

LAT

Sh.T.Cao/J.J.Zeng

CHN

Vorlova/Rehackova

CZE

Ruru/Quigley

NZL

Gruszczynska/Ceynowa

POL

Battaglene/Weiler

AUS

Carter/VanRensburg

AUS

Link/Mills

AUS

Mowen/Mowen

AUS

Angelopoulou/Gusarova

CYP

• Over 100 students from across Sydney

Bae/Walo

PNG

competing in the Schools Cup with

Michalovicova/Kosova

SLO

and remained in Sydney herself to

19

attend VolleyFest for an extra 3 days!

• The biggest international event in
Australia since 2008

25

• 79 teams from 24 different countries
competed over 5 days of the World Tour
• The ABVT event attracted players from
all 5 major Volleyball States and 14 other
countries

many international athletes taking time
to meet students

31

9

17
19

25

31
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AUSTR ALIAN VOLLEYBALL
SCHOOLS CUP
3 - 8 DECEMBER 2017
MELBOURNE, VIC
The 34th Australian Volleyball
Schools Cup was the most successful
event to date, with the highest
level of participation ever. The AVSC
has grown significantly in recent
years and continued to do so in
2017. VA focused on improving
the events presentation, branding
and marketability. Building on the
consistent look and feel, VA added
more venue signage and set up
interactive stands as well as signage
of current Volleyroo heroes. This
proved to be a great success and really
drew crowds across the week. VA also
made huge advances with technology
across the event, implementing
an online scoring system across all
courts throughout 3 different venues
during the entire tournament period.
Although this was introduced in 2016,
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Venues: Melbourne Sports & Aquatic
Centre (MSAC), State Netball and
Hockey Centre (SNHC), the State
Volleyball Centre (SVC)
Teams from all states and territories
(including Northern Territory)
competed, as well as from New
Zealand. Every year AVSC continues
to grow with 2017 achieving record
numbers and breaking the 500 mark
with 531 teams. The two leading states
for highest participation continue to be
Victoria and South Australia.

successful with thousands of players
filling the grandstand to be part of
the ceremony. This year, Anja Nissen
winner of the third series of ‘The Voice
Australia’ and Eurovision contestant
opened the ceremony by performing
her hit single ‘Never Alone’. This was
a huge highlight of the ceremony,
created a massive buzz for players and
was received very well by all schools.
VA organised for a local school girl who
was participating in the event to sing
the National Anthem which was also a
great highlight for the event. To close
out the ceremony Anja performed her
number one single ‘Triumph’ which
was very fitting for the demographic
and occasion.

Ceremonies
The opening ceremony was very

The closing ceremony was also
successful with this year’s ceremony

this year was the first time, the tablets
were used across all venues and
across all 46 courts - a huge advantage
moving forward.

the title by 35 points from Heathfield
High School. Congratulations Brighton
on taking out the title by only 35
points!
Sponsors and Suppliers:
Volleyball Australia would like to thank
and recognise its event sponsors and
partners for their continued support:
the naming rights sponsor - Helloworld
Travel, Hancock Prospecting, Australian
Sports Commission, Georgina Hope
Foundation, Sunland Group, Gerflor,
Mikasa, and Australian Volleyball
Warehouse. Pure Sport Images was the
official photographer for the event.
This event would not be possible
without a number of key staff that put
an enormous amount of hours into this
event and without them AVSC would
not have been the success that it was.
A special mention to the tournament
staff for a job well done: Kasia Stawski Tournament Director, Peter McConnon
- Competition Manager, Hellyn
Saunders - Results Manager, Verity
Hanka - Technology Manager, David
Rosamilla - Chief Referee, Danielle
Francis - Assistant Chief Referee, Baz
Wedmaier - Operations Managers and
Dani Hinton - Volunteer Coordinator.

remaining in the Ben Hardy Hall which
proved to work effectively.
Entries and Results
Schools per state
ACT
4
QLD
39
TAS
1
WA
13
OS
6

Total
NSW
SA
VIC
NT

Teams per State
ACT
9
QLD
116
TAS
7
WA
48
OS
7

Total
NSW
SA
VIC
NT

136
14
21
35
1
531
43
146
151
3

The 2017 Champion School was
Brighton Secondary School, that won

School teachers and coaches play a
vital role in the lead-up to AVSC making
sure their players are qualified to
officiate at this event. We understand
the additional strain it puts on teachers
who are organising teams to go away,
but we thank you for your continued
efforts to lift the standard of officiating
at this tournament.
Volleyball Australia acknowledges all
those involved in getting the teams
to Melbourne; participants, officials,
school coordinators, teachers, parents
and State Volleyball Associations.
Results and Awards
Champion School
1. Brighton Secondary School
2. Heathfield High School
3. Mazenod College
30 years
Upwey High School
Sue Rodger (Brighton)

Eltham High School
Bill McHoul (Kew High School)
Michael Dolan (Bernards, Maribyrnong)
20 years
Billanook College
Gladstone State High School
Elizabeth College
Michael Miller (Billanook College)
Indra Reinpuu (Heathfield High School)
Craig Forknall (Harristown SHS)
Tara Olonga (Heathfield High School)
Robert Whiteley (Eltham High School)
15 years
Loxton High School
Horsham College
Caulfield Grammar
Santa Sabina College
St Mary’s College (SA)
Victor Harbor High School
Murray George (Billanook College)
Grant Fisher (Loxton High School)
David Berry (St Brigid’s College,
Horsham College, Murtoa College,
Ivanhoe Grammar)
Trevor Hunter (Cannonhill Anglican
College, Bal¬moral SHS, Capalaba State
College, Newmarket SHS, Villanova
College, Brisbane SHS)
Michael Ruggiero (Aquinas, Penrhos)
10 years
Cleveland District State High School
Nambour State College
Whitefriars College
Woodcroft College
Kyra Stuart (Paralowie R-12 School)
Jennifer Panno (Brighton Secondary)
Chris Lau (Harristown SHS)
Glen Martin (Harristown SHS)
Michael Ruggiero (Penrhos, Aquinas)
Rosanne Cavallaro (Craigslea SHS)
Nic Cooper (Eltham High School)
Peter Giannes (Heathfield High School)
Ben McDonald (Harristown SHS)
John White (Brighton Secondary)
Russell Voumard (Loxton High School)
Judy O’Rourke (Craigslea SHS)
Madeleine Moore (Loxton High School)
Andrew Papalaskaris (Mazenod)
Alice Holmberg (Heathfield High)
Debra Edwards (Craigslea SHS)
Sean Dolan (Maribyrnong)
Jacob Crate (Investigator College)
Lynda Kerridge (Brisbane Grammar)
Kyle Miecinski (Hallett Cove School)

25 years
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Women’s Teams - Final Rank
1

Dowdy/Pollock

USA

2

Pardon/Ledoux

USA

3

Menegatti/Giombini

ITA

4

Polley/Wills

NZL

5

Suzuki/Murakami

JPN

Suzuki/Sakaguchi

JPN

Stam/Wouters

NED

Pata/Matauatu

VAN

Bell/Ngauamo

AUS

Kusano/Take

JPN

Nagata/Kumada

JPN

Bain/Tilley

NZL

Hinchley/Jenkins

AUS

Kendall/Weiler

AUS

Mills/Mowen

AUS

9

13

17

1 STAR WORLD TOUR
EVENT
1 - 4 FEBRUARY 2018
SHEPPARTON, VIC
For the 2nd year of a 2 year contract, Shepparton played host to a 1 Star
FIVB Beach Volleyball World Tour event. The weather again was perfect and
the crowds supported the event well. The Greater Shepparton City Council
supported the event in cash, in kind and through local contacts & suppliers
doing many deals on behalf of Volleyball Australia.
The athletes came from all over the world to the event creating a very high
standard of competition. Many Commonwealth countries also sent teams
including the recently qualified Fijians who embraced this opportunity to
compete in Australia.
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21

Nima/Ratudina

FJI

Angelopoulou/Gusarova

CPY

W. Y. Au Yeung/Yuen T.C.

HKG

Traballi/Zuccarelli

ITA

Joe/Toko

VAN

Sing/Strong

AUS

Bak/Grønfeldt

DEN

Stief/Schade

DEN

Coleman/Smith

AUS

Men’s Teams - Final Rank
1

Frishman/Drost

USA

2

McHugh/Schumann

AUS

3

Durant/Schubert

AUS

4

Dollinger A./Kulzer

GER

5

Grabovskyy/Kazhamiaka

CAN

Appelgren/Boman

SWE

J. Surin/K. Adisorn

THA

Zaun/Roberts

USA

Korowale/Elliot

FJI

Lam/Kelvin

HKG

Kapa/Seymour

NZL

I. Nuttanon/P. Sedtawat

THA

Burnett/Court

AUS

Ferguson/Guehrer

AUS

Schumann/Wakefield

AUS

Humana-Paredes/Wheelan

CAN

Nicolaidis/Landers

AUS

Fecteau-Boutin/Rosso-Bonneau

CAN

Liotatis/Savvidis

CYP

Kilarupa/Mea

PNG

Grice/Dickson

AUS

Mann/Poland

AUS

Kopp/Hoey

CAN

Shimizu/Tsuchiya

JPN

Heurman/Nijeboer, T.

NED

9

13

TV Broadcast was pushed Live to over 12.5 million homes in Australia and
Asia through Fox Sports and Fox Asia. This was in addition to over 20,000
viewers watching live through the Volleyball Australia and FIVB YouTube
Channels.

17

Shepparton was again a great event and suited the size of venue, the
population and demographic. For the second year running, the FIVB gave the
event full marks in how the event was delivered.
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Australia’s premier under age Beach
Volleyball events were held back to
back by Volleyball Western Australia
as part of the inaugural Volley by the
Bay Festival in Bunbury. VWA delivered
a great event with up to 21 courts
operating across the week.
New technology was used for the
competition giving everyone the ability
to see draws and results live and online
adding to the overall experience for
delegations.
For the AJBVC Andy Burdin Shield,
Queensland were victorious with
Western Australia in 2nd and Victoria
in 3rd.

U23 Australian Championships
Women’s Division
1. Smith/Coleman QLD
2. Mears/Mears QLD
3. Stewart/Burling WA
Men’s Division
1. Nicolaidis/Takken
QLD
2. Bacovic/Hunt
WA
3. Fountotos/Fountotos NSW
Australian Junior Beach Volleyball
Championships
Women’s U15 Division
1. Whincup/Alchin/Dodd
WA
2. Jones/Paiva Nunes/Zammit
WA
3. Samuel/Maticevski/Woodward VIC
		
Men’s U15 Division
1. Mohr/McEvoy/Drake QLD
2. Diano/Kay/Kay
VIC
3. Daniel/Kerr/Brown QLD

		
Women’s U17 Division
1. Mears/Mears
QLD
2. Chamberlain/Burton WA
3. Ghalsasi/Watkins
QLD
		
Men’s U17 Division
1. Booth/Waugh
QLD
2. Peach/Bateman WA
3. Grinlaubs/Goody QLD
		
Women’s U19 Division
1. Smith/Coleman QLD
2. Strong/Hawkins QLD
3. Ribinsky/Dodd QLD
		
Men’s U19 Division
1. Nicolaidis/Takken
QLD
2. Machenkov/Bateman
WA
3. Landers/Lampard
WA
		

AUSTR ALIAN UNDER 23 BEACH
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
23 - 25 APRIL 2018 | BUNBURY, WA

AUSTR ALIAN JUNIOR BEACH
VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONSHIPS
26 - 29 APRIL 2018 | BUNBURY, WA
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FIVB VOLLEYBALL NATIONS
LEAGUE
22-24 JUNE 2018
HISENSE ARENA - MELBOURNE VIC
Friday 22 June
Poland def Argentina 3:0 (26-24,25-20,29-27)
Brazil def Australia 3:0 (25-22,25-19,25-19)
Saturday 23 June
Argentina def Australia 3:1 (25-20,25-19,20-25,25-21)
Brazil def Poland 3:1 (25-22,25-23,23-25,25-23)
Sunday 24 June
Argentina def Brazil 3:0 (25-23,25-22,25-21)
Poland def Australia 3:0 (25-16,26-24,25-23)
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The Inaugural FIVB Volleyball Nations League was held
in Melbourne on 22-24 June 2018. The VNL was FIVB’s
re-developed version of previously run World League and
World Grand Prix series’. The VNL in Melbourne was the final
continental round of a 5 week league before the finals in
France.
Volleyball Australia hosted the toughest and most sought
after pool in the entire world with current Olympic Champion
& World #1: Brazil, Current World Champion & World #2:
Poland, Current Pan-American Champion & World #6:
Argentina and World League 2017 G2 Bronze Medallist, our
very own Volleyroo’s in 3 days of competition, 6 volleyball
games, all of them televised globally.
Building on a global televised audience of over 500 million
tele-spectators, the VNL evolved the previous World League
with a complete new name, format, branding, marketing,
production and distribution. After consistent lobbying to
the International Federation (FIVB), Australia secured a pool
that will provide both a massive domestic interest to attend
the games combined with global attention for the televised
product.
With the incredible hosting opportunity, Volleyball Australia
wanted to maximise on the event by upgrading from using
the State Basketball Centre (Wantirna) to Hisense Arena.
Investing significantly into a national marketing campaign
targeting the population. And to upgrade the full sports
presentation of the event, including TV.
The event was delivered to a whole new level by the
Volleyball Australia team and the contractors brought in to
support the event. The engagement of BMA to support the
sports presentation and Clockwork Media to support the
event PR and marketing was a very helpful addition to help
produce the event to a higher standard than previous events
and devote time to areas.
The biggest issue encountered by the event was in
attendance. The expected number of spectators to the event
was around 5000 people per night (estimating 15000 across
the weekend). In reality the event saw just over 6000 people
(excluding athletes, volunteers, contractors and staff) over
the 3 days which had a major impact on the budget and
bottom line.
Key Staff
National Organising Committee
Event Director: Verity Hanka
Athlete Services: Kasia Stawski
Sport Presentation: Baz Wedmaier
FIVB Technical Delegate: Ramon Suzara (PHI)
FIVB Sports Presentation Delegate: Samuel Ould (AUS)
FIVB Event Director: Blair Harrison (AUS)
IMG Broadcast Director: Jenni Walter (AUS)
International Referees: Phong Nguyen (AUS), Shin Muranaka
(JPN), Nathanon Sowapark (THA), Jiang Liu (CHN),
Mohammad Shanmiri (IRI)
Other key staff members include:
Katherine Walton, DJ Tallie (Adam Thornley), Jonathon
Fogarty, Nam Pham, Teresa Lloyd, Chloe Edwards, Dean
Turner, Elizabeth Pollock, Hugh Nguyen, Joseph Banholzer,
Tess Janes-Barker, Andrew Dee, Phil Muller and Byron
Geddes for their significant contribution to the event.
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PSP REPORT

Goals
•

The overall aim of Australia’s development-through-sport assistance
is to ‘develop healthier and more
inclusive communities through
sport’.

Objectives
•

•

•

Increased levels of regular participation of Pacific Islanders, including
people with disability, in quality
sport activities.
Improved health-related behaviours
of Pacific Islanders which impact
on NCD risk factors, focusing on
increasing levels of physical activity.
Improved attitudes towards and
increased inclusion of people with
disability in Pacific communities.

End-of-program outcomes
•

VOLLEYBALL IN
THE PACIFIC PACIFIC SPORTS
PARTNERSHIPS (PSP)

•

•
•
•

improved governance and operational effectiveness of participating
Pacific sport organisations
increased capacity of Pacific sport
organisations to plan, run and
monitor participation-based sports
programs
increased participation in sport activities of people at risk of acquiring
NCDs or NCD related illnesses
increased participation and leadership of people with disability and
women and girls in sport
improved collaboration between
Pacific sport organisations and
development partners to deliver
communication, education and behaviour change strategies on NCDs/
disability in conjunction with sport
activities

Evaluation - National Federations consultation
Nearing the end of 2017, VA engaged Kylie Bates and Game Changers to review
Volleyball Australia’s Pacific Sports Partnerships program to date. The review
collected data in three main ways:
•
Reviewing relevant research literature from around the world on
efforts and good practices to use
sport as a tool for social change as
well as other PSP programs
•
Reviewing program-specific documents, including program design
documents, progress reports and
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PSP Snapshot in July 2018
Vanuatu
A successful Sustainability Workshop
held in North Efate, Vanuatu in July 2018
To develop and facilitate a workshop
aligned to sustainability with outcomes
including:
•
To provide targeted Professional
Development (PD) training
opportunities through innovative
Understanding and implementation
of improved Governance practices
•
Develop Key Partnerships for future
organisational benefit
•
Increased Capacity to deliver
message driven participation
programs
•
Developed and delivered
‘Professional Development’ content
to upskill workforce
•
Education delivery to strengthen
governance foundations
Our ability to replicate this product is
key for ongoing delivery and impact.
Engaging education experts from Victoria
University provides Volleyball Australia
an opportunity to focus our content and
its delivery to be relevant to audience,
utilising education delivery methods that
can be interchangeable in order to gain
the most benefit from its delivery. In
additional to this we believe utilising on
the ground experts to provide cultural
context will be integral to the successful
implementation of this delivery.

•

University of Queensland impact
evaluations
Conducting key informant interviews with program staff as well as
custodians of volleyball development and the PSP program. These
were held as one-on-one telephone,
face-to-face or Skype interviews

The key findings/recommendations from
the evaluation informed the decision
to have a stronger focus on improving
governance practices through education
within the PSP program with a focus on
longevity of the program.
With these recommendations, VA approached Victoria University (VU) First

Year Campus (FYC) to collaborate in the
development training opportunities
through innovative education delivery.

•

The objectives of this partnership
through the Pacific Sports Partnerships
Program and subsequent programs are:
1. Strengthening partnerships - Key
strategies and skills (or a toolkit) for
VA and Pacific National Federations
to use to seek sponsorship based on
a strategic direction and a sustainable future
2. Developing sustainable skills and
knowledge in the area of governance and social responsibility in line
with the strategic direction of the
organisation
• The scope of this relationship to
collaborate will strengthen future
programs and development
opportunities

•
•

Addressing previous PSP Recommendations:
Following the evaluation, VA prioritised
sustainability with focus on increasing
training and knowledge through a
sustainability workshop. Through this
workshop, we aimed to address the
key priorities of 2017/2018.

•
•
•
•

MOU signed between Vanuatu
Volleyball Federation (VVF) and
Vanuatu Para Olympic Committee
(VPOC)
Successful AVID application
Successful Pacific Women Leadership Program application
OSEP Master Educator Course
attended by Volley4Change Program
Manager
OSEP Educator Course attended by
VVF Sport Development Officer
Partnership Proposal submitted to
UNICEF
Sitting Volleyball Program started in
Santo, Vanuatu

Key Priorities for 2018/2019
Continuing on from the Game Changer
recommendations to “convene around
a single program with similar core
elements”. VA is designing a framework
in conjunction with OZVA that will be
representative of a pacific-wide program
called Volley4Change. We look forward
to continuing to work with VVF, OZVA,
AUS AID, Victoria University and partner
organisations to further develop the volleyball program and extend our offerings
across the pacific.

This focus targeted sessions including
inclusive practices, sponsorship opportunities and monitoring and evaluation
with emphasis on local context, thus
creating an environment conducive of
understanding of roles and overcoming
sporadic/activity based communications with more regular updates and
consultation with NF’s.
In addition, OZVA have signed a MOU
with ONOC to build further relationships across Oceania and increase
access to OSEP training and support.
Through addressing key recommendations VA and VVF had some significant
achievements throughout the Pacific in
2017/2018, these include:
•
Sustainability Workshop: facilitated
in conjunction with Victoria University First Year Campus
•
Vanuatu Volleyball Federation (VVF)
completed a full review of the Strategic & Operational Plans as well as
Budget and Business Plan
•
MOU signed between Oceania National Olympic Committee (ONOC)
and Oceania Zonal Volleyball Association (OZVA)
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VOLLEYBALL ACT

Board
Dan Williams - President
Russ Borgeaud
Jenny Barbour
Graeme Budd
Cynthia Anderson
Liz Mallet
Tim Hubbard

VOLLEYBALL

AC T

Staff
Adam Castle - Chief
Executive Officer
Christine Gates Competitions and Events
Manager

Key Achievements
•
Launch of new VACT website and CRM
•
Launched hardship fundraising portal for with the Australian Sports
Foundation
•
Growth in team registrations in Open, Recreational and Beach
Competitions. Mixed Beach entries have increased by 45%.
•
Achieved increases in revenue and reductions in operating
expenses.
•
Grants secured to support maintenance of the Lyneham Beach
Facility and renewal of equipment for Indoor Volleyball.
Highlights of 2017/2018
•
Hosting of the Oceania Youth Olympic Qualifiers at the Lyneham
Beach Facility
•
Growth and diversity of participation in the ACT Beach Open
•
Selection of ACT athletes, coaches and referees to represent
Australia
•
Successful delivery of Junior Drop In Volleyball for 9-12 year old’s
•
Induction of Ben Hardy into the ACT Sport Hall of Fame
Current Trends
•
Our Indoor Open and Recreational Leagues are experiencing strong
growth. Like all stakeholders this does put pressure on our facility
access and usage.
•
Our Mixed Beach Fours is our fastest growing product.
•
We are experiencing a spike in growth of young women aspiring
to represent the ACT at Nationals and this has been reflected
by fielding more than one team at consecutive national
championships.
•
Our gender diversity continues to be a strength for our sport
collectively.
Upcoming Projects
•
Continued focus on activating the Lyneham Beach Facility.
•
Continue to work collaborate and work strategically with our
key partners Volleyball Australia and Active Canberra (ACT
Government)
•
Commercial growth and acquisition of new partners
•
Launch of the inaugural All Surface Masters Tournament
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VOLLEYBAL NSW

VOLLEYBALL

NE W SOUTH WALES

Board
Deborah Chung (President)
Keith Suckling
Victor Jiang
Stuart Mackay
Katja Imholz
Brooke Mitchell
Lucy Went
Carla Hoorweg
Ian Garrett
Roger Jones
Monica Jones
STAFF
Briianka Nest, Constantina
Ladas, Jessica Mileusnic,
Monica Jones, Yoshiko Ueda
Kateia Baranaba

Highlights of 2017/2018
•
SVNSW’s Sydney Volleyball League (SVL) team entries increased
from 70 teams in 2016 to 87 teams in 2017 from over 15 different
clubs across 10 divisions.
•
Congratulations to the following NSW athletes for being offered
places at the Volleyball Australia Centre of Excellence in 2018: Alex
Lyndon, Ethan Garratt, Deua Berry, Ben Coan, Wendy Edwards,
Elissa Blowes, Mikaela Stevens, Laura Reeks, Harriet Gillson.
Congratulations to NSW athletes Alice De Innocentiis & Elissa
Blowes who were part of the Australian Women Volleyball Team.
•
The Australian Beach Volleyball Tour - NSW saw 65 teams from
Australia and around the world competed in 4 divisions.
•
SVNSW once again supported the UTS/Sydney University (UTSSU)
team in the Australian Volleyball League (AVL). The Sydney
Amazons and Sydney Warriors continued to be a part of the
National League.
Current Trends
•
There was a 5% increase in affiliations and registrations compared
to the previous year.
•
Competitions & event income increased by 20.3% compared to
2016. We also managed costs better, as they decreased by 1.1%
compared with the previous year.
•
A substantial increase in program income can be attributed to
the increase in the number of State teams for the year. As a
result, costs substantially increased, in particular travel expenses
increased by more than 34.7%.
•
A 9.7% increase in employee benefits occurred as a result of the
employment of two full time and a part time staff member due to
the growth of the organisation. We expect more increases in this
area in Y18 due to our planned expansion of staff in the office.
Upcoming Projects
•
Regional Development Hub Project via We Are Volleyball
funding scheme, empowering regional areas in NSW to propose
mechanisms for growth in their own communities
•
Spikeroos Junior Volleyball Program
•
Revised Junior Beach Development Program
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VOLLEYBALL NT

Chairman – Luke Seib
Vice Chair – John Lay
Secretary – Anne Chadwick
Treasurer – Vacant

VOLLEYBALL

NOR THERN TERRITORY

Technical Director – Bert
Lukitsch
Paid Part Time
Administration – Anne
Chadwick

Volleyball NT committee has continued to work on growing the sport
through development in 3 key areas; Athlete Development, Coach
Development and Technical Development as we push towards Arafura
Games 2019. We continue to work with our affiliates in Gove, Katherine
and Darwin to provide as many opportunities for players to participate,
Juniors to Develop and for Coaches and Technical staff to expand and
improve their skill sets.
Key Achievements
•
After many years of Volleyball NT running events at a loss in order
to encourage participation, we have successfully delivered our NT
Indoor Championship Event at break even. This demonstrates our
participation numbers are improving and the demand for our product
as a sport and the value placed on it is also on the rise.
•
Gove Volleyball has completed a 4 Week Junior Training Program in a
community that has a population of only 4,000 people. Gove Volleyball
firmly believe success and development comes in ‘Cans’ not ‘Cannots’
•
Katherine Volleyball Club have seen 6 new teams compete in their
Indoor Competition as well as implementing and rolling out a
succession plan for their volunteer committee. Planning for a bright
future in the Katherine Region also centres on the referee training and
new equipment delivered throughout the year.
Highlights of 2017/2018
The highlight of the year was most certainly the 3 teams from Northern
Territory Schools who participated in Australian Volleyball Schools Cup after
a 15 year hiatus from the competition. This was closely followed by the
announcement that both Indoor Volleyball and Beach Volleyball would be
included in the Arafura Games in 2019. Chairman Luke Seib and Secretary
Anne Chadwick met with the Arafura Games Steering Committee to ensure
both disciplines were recognised and included.
Current Trends
Junior Participation Numbers continue to grow across the Top End.
Katherine, Gove and Darwin have all seen an increase of athletes
participating in local competitions and camps.
Upcoming Projects
Arafura 2019 is firmly in our sights as we move forward with Athlete
Selection processes and announce training schedules. Our Arafura 2019
Sub-Committee is working feverishly on the details to ensure the event is
delivered as well as it can be in order to showcase our great sport.
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VOLLEYBALL QLD

Board of Management
Boris Georgieff – President
Adam Pollock
Russell Egan
Rhiannon Tooker
Greg Potter
Terry Rudder
Brenden Turner

VOLLEYBALL

QUEENSLAND

Staff
Jon Gibbs
Damien Searle
Todd Kropp
Kylie Marshall
Patti McIntosh
Susan McQuinn
Jill Kelly
Tori Cameron

Key Achievements
Membership grew another 12.5% to a record 6797 members. Record entries
were received in Premier Volleyball League (PVL), State Championships, and
all five (5) Queensland Schools Cup events. We introduced a new style of
competition this year – Grand Prix Volleyball – which involved teams from
Brisbane, Gold Goast, Sunshine Coast, Toowoomba and Cairns playing in a
3-round series in SEQ regional centres. We outperformed our financial stretch
goals for a second consecutive year and remain ahead of schedule to achieve
our target of $250,000 net equity by 31 December 2020. Queensland committed
$80,000+GST funding towards a 2017-20 tri-partite agreement with VA and QAS
to expand the capacity of the QAS Volleyball program
Highlights of 2017/18
Beach Volleyball introduced at the Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast in
April 2018. This culminated in gold and silver medals for Australia, including a
silver medal for Queenslander Taliqua Clancy.
Queensland achieved exceptional results in national tournaments in 2017/18:
•
AJVC 2017 – awarded the President’s Cup for a 5th consecutive year
(champion state), including an unprecedented 10 gold medals across 11
divisions.
•
AVL 2017 – Men 1st and Women 3rd
•
AJBVC 2018 – awarded the Andy Burdin Shield for a 4th consecutive year
(champion state)
Current Trends
Almost all competitions are delivering record entries. Expansion plans that
commenced delivery in 2014 are still two years away from reaching product
maturity, eg State Championships, Premier Volleyball League and all five (5)
Queensland Schools Cup events. Membership and turnover continue to deliver
compound growth.
Upcoming Projects
Volleyball Queensland is negotiating volleyball infrastructure and access to the
new $45m State Netball Centre in Brisbane (QSAC at Nathan), which is due to
open in early 2019. This would provide the largest volleyball stadium in Brisbane,
comprising up to eight volleyball courts.
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VOLLEYBALL SA

Craig Watson - President
Merrilyn Tinsley
Ra’ed Alaraj
Sophie Milic

VOLLEYBALL

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Staff
Anne-Marie Mcainsh, Steven
Freeling, Karla Della-Pietra,
Sean Patterson, Edwina
Mccarron, Vikki Worth,
Marc Martin, Jack Colmer,
Cameron Taeuber, Patrick
West

The Board and staff of Volleyball SA have been very happy to have
driven the fifth consecutive year of membership and participation
growth. The number of organisations affiliating with us has also
grown and a highlight is the regeneration of our Regional associations
in Riverland, Iron Triangle and now the rebirth of the Mt Gambier
Volleyball Association. Regional growth was a key strategic objective
of the 2015-2018 Strategic Plan and it is pleasing to see it come to
fruition along with the evolution of the VSA Academy, launch of the new
website, expansion of online competition management and sporting
schools program.
Key Achievements
5th consecutive year of membership growth
50% growth in delivery of Sporting Schools sessions
50% growth in participation in SA Beach Series
Strong financial result
Worked with councils to install 2 more Beach Court locations in
metropolitan beaches
Highlights of 2017/2018
U19 Boys Gold medal at AJVC
Designed and delivered new modern website integrated with database
and competition management
Successful bid for Statewide superannuation ‘women in sport’
sponsorship
Current Trends
Building relationships with clubs/associations and councils to build
places to play
Creating catchment areas for clubs/associations to build their
membership base and develop the market
Upcoming Projects
The relocation of Adelaide City Beach continues to be an area of risk
and attention
Creating the ‘future direction blueprint’ for SA Clubs and Associations.
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VOLLEYBALL TAS

Executive Committee:
Stephen Ibbott
Michael Adams
Adrien Ickowicz
Peter Johnson
Brady Williams

VOLLEYBALL

TASMANIA

Committee:
Peter Hutchinson
Chris Rice
Mark Thomas
Greg Anderson
Laura Coombe
Steph Hind
Sam Wardlaw
Jake Morgan
Steven Flude

In response to identified needs, some additional roles were filled this year in areas such as policy/compliance and grants/sponsorship. This has helped to relieve
the pressure on other committee members. Volleyball Tasmania has also, for the
first time, employed a trainee whose role shall maintain and enhance our school
program presence and event capability. This was valuable when our secondary
schools cup event on June 7th saw a record 50 teams enter!
Much of our resources in Spring 2017 were directed towards the Australian Masters Games, held on the north-west coast of Tasmania across many venues and
several council jurisdictions. Great collaboration between Burnie VB and VTAS
resulted in a highly praised, successful event.
Participation in the Tasmanian Volleyball Academy has been well-maintained this
year, with a coaching group and additional training timeslots to foster development in each age group. Around 60 young athletes were able to compete in the
2017 Australian Volleyball Schools Cup – many for the first time – which is a core
pathway for athlete retention.
State League competition again provided an opportunity for each region in
Tasmania to be represented at state wide level. In the women’s division, Hobart-based Van Diemens Volleyball Club defeated Launceston United, whilst in
the men’s division, a new-look Zuno state league outfit defeated St. Luke’s Health
Phoenix.
Key Achievements & highlights of 2017/2018
•
Expansion of junior programs at the Tas Volleyball Academy
•
Record teams compete at state schools cup event
•
Hosted very successful beach and indoor volleyball components of Australian Masters Games on the north-west coast
Current Trends
Membership growth has continued at a modest pace. School support of our secondary competitions and interest in primary school events remains very healthy,
dependent upon location/travel requirements. Event capability, and the support
base to deliver, is a very high priority. Interest by the senior playing group in elite
level pathway options is growing, including a new level of commitment to obtain
private funding and better showcase our local talent.
Upcoming Projects
1. Expanding our presence around the state, including programs and events
2. Supporting Tasmanian presence in elite level competition
3. Developing junior teams and coaches for national championships
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The Honourable Stephen
Conroy, - President
Elizabeth Tupper
Brendan Fleiter
Luke Campbell
Paul Freckleton
Christie Jenkins
Ian Jenkins
Grant Hyde
Cori Wilder
Lyndall Hunter
Staff
Geoff Rietschel, Lina
Monaco, Ash Camac,
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Moore, Katherine Walton,
Timothy Heathcote, Scott
Davidson, Matt Berry

Key Achievements
Volleyball Victoria performed strongly in the final year of the Strategic Plan
2015-17, a rewarding outcome in a year of significant change in the Office. Once
again, strong growth in membership was a highlight, while a refined player pathway, high levels of stakeholder engagement, and a financial result within budget
scope were also achieved.
Individually, several athletes enjoyed international success; Damien Schumann
partnering with Chris McHugh to be the most successful Beach Volleyroos during
the season. This success culminated in Commonwealth Games Gold on the Gold
Coast. While, Bec Ingram and Carrie Van Rensburg claimed Youth Commonwealth Games Gold in the Bahamas.
Coach Shannon Winzer completed her first year as the Head Coach of the Women’s National Centre of Excellence and was joined by several Victorian athletes
in Canberra. At the Volleyball Australia Awards evening hosted in November,
Victorian referee Steve Giugni was awarded Life Membership.
Highlights of 2016/2017
FIVB – Beach Tour – SHEPPARTON - the inland city of Shepparton played host to
FIVB World Tour Beach Volleyball.
Australian Volleyball League - Uni Blues having secured a remarkable fifth successive Women’s Championship.
State Teams - Victoria enjoyed an improvement on 2016 results, but ultimately
modest success, claiming five silver and five bronze medals.
Community - The Victorian volleyball community has enjoyed a successful 2017,
longstanding affiliates celebrated significant milestone anniversaries with Eastern
Metropolitan Volleyball Association enjoying their 50th year, and both Croydon &
Districts Volleyball Association and Sunraysia Volleyball Inc their 40th.
Current Trends
Membership growth continues an upward trend with an increase of 12% on the
previous period. Whilst this is placing stress on facility access, it is also one driver for advocacy for more access to more facilities, especially in new areas.
Volleyball Victoria has taken a broader look at capacity building and is engaging
directly with more stakeholders to increase service provision.
Upcoming Projects
Volleyball Victoria is committed to consolidating the Regional Association
Development Officer – West position. This innovative co-investment is a critical
affiliate capacity building strategy. Having recently enjoyed a successful intern
placement focusing on social media and digital communications, Volleyball Victoria is preparing for a history project that will complement the creation of Honour
Boards and a Hall of Fame area at the State Volleyball Centre
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Ian Phipps - President
Kamie Ang
Darrel Fox
Susan Diver -Tuck
Ben McRobb
Greg Dodd
Beth Morris
Sophie Row
Paul Prindiville
Robyn Kuhl
Staff
Robyn Kuhl, Helen Shields,
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Jason Laverdure, Jackie
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Key Achievements
•
Successful delivery of all Priorities and Quantitative Measures from the
2014 – 2017 VWA Strategic Plan
•
Completion and commencement of implementation of the 2018 – 2021
VWA Strategic Plan
•
The successful hosting or key events in regional Western Australia,
including; Volley by the Bay (Bunbury) – Alcohol.Think Again Beach Tour,
National U23’s and AJBVC), Alcohol.Think Again Beach Tour (Albany),
Alcohol.Think Again State Championships (Mandurah)
•
The introduction and implementation of the Discover Volleyball campaign.
VWA thanks Volleyball Australia for their support of this campaign via the
We are Volleyball funding. This campaign reflects 13 new programs and
products.
•
The comprehensive review of the VWA Membership and Affiliation
Structure was undertaken and the new tiered system was introduced in
January 2018.
Highlights of 2017/2018
•
VWA welcomed 78 (17 Platinum, 7 Platinum Regional, 6 Gold, 29 Silver and
19 Bronze) continuing and new clubs to the Western Australian volleyball
family.
•
The employment of two new fulltime positions within the Volleyball WA
office, a Communications and Marketing Coordinator and a Schools and
Junior Development Coordinator. (January 2018)
•
A new VWA website launched and a thorough review undertaken in
regards to all social media forums (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Linkedin,
Live-streaming and the Volley Voice e-newsletter) has seen a substantial
increase of followers / engagement.
Current Trends
•
The growth of Public Open Spaces (Beaches and Parks) participation with
79,248 participants.
•
The continued growth of multicultural clubs, members and participants
with 2,707 participants registered at the end of 2017.
Upcoming Projects
•
The opening of a new Beach (4 courts) facility, Visko Park, Cockburn City.
Thank you to the City of Cockburn for their development of this facility.
•
Ongoing implementation of the programs and products for the Discover
Volleyball campaign and the introduction of the Re-Discover Volleyball
campaign.
•
Completion of the ‘Places to Play’ Strategy.
•
The Phase Two roll-out of the People Development – Accessible Education
for Regional Associations and the CaLD (Culturally and Linguistically
Diverse) projects.
•
Launch of the re-branded VWA AVL teams – WA Steel.
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